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VISITING THE GARDEN

Coming from the north - Portland
Take I-5 south & exit at #263, Brooks Exit. Proceed to top of off ramp & 
turn left onto Brooklake Rd. Go 0.7 miles to stop light in Brooks. Turn right 
at stop light onto 99E (Portland Rd). Go 0.7 miles to Quail. Turn left onto 
Quail. Go 1.1 miles to stop sign (Lakeside Dr). Turn right onto Lakeside Dr. 
Go 0.4 miles & look for Mid-America / Sebright Hosta Garden signs. Go 
to end of gravel & paved drive to 2 story house. If gate is closed, punch in 
code (1 2 3 4) posted on keypad on driver’s side of vehicle & enter. Gate 
will close automatically.

Coming from the south
Take I-5 north and exit at #260 (Chemawa Rd / Keizer exit).  At top of 
ramp, turn right onto Chemawa and go 0.8 miles to stop light.  Turn left onto 
99E (Portland Rd).  Go 0.3 miles to Lakeside.  Turn right onto Lakeside Dr 
and go 1.5 miles.  
You will encounter 
3 right angle turns 
and at the fourth 
right angle turn, 
instead of turning 
right, turn left onto 
gravel drive.  You 
will see Mid-Amer-
ica /Sebright Gar-
den signs.  Proceed 
through gate to two 
story house. Parking 
S W of green pack-
ing building. 

GARDEN HOURS
 April 16 through June 1 • Friday, Saturday, & Sunday • 10:00 am to 5:00pm

You are welcome to visit at other times, but please call ahead to let us know. 
We are here most of the time, but want to be sure we are here for your visit. 
The best time to reach us by phone is later in the evening - Pacific time. If 
we’re not available, please leave a message. Also, e-mail works very well 
this busy time of year. There is a lot of ground to cover (slopes included free), 
so wear comfortable, mud resistant shoes. An umbrella is always a good 
idea. Because of insurance restrictions, no animals or unattended children 
please.
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SPECIAL OFFER  Johnson and/or Black 2010 Introductions
 Purchase three (3) of the same Introduction - any class 25%  Discount
 Purchase any 3-5 Introductions - any class 20%  Discount
 Purchase any 6-10 Introductions - any class 25%  Discount
 Purchase any 11-15 Introductions - any class 30%  Discount
 Purchase 15 or more Introductions - any class 35%  Discount

BONUS  OFFER
 Excludes 2010 Introductions. Do not include 2010 Introductions or shipping 
charges in your total. See 2010 Introductions listing on pages 1 - 7 for 
descriptions of these bonus irises. Bargain Hunter, Beauty Becomes 
Her, Calgary, Good Life, Penguin Party, Pink Invasion, 

 With   $75.00 purchase, receive your choice of one bonus iris
 With  $150.00 purchase, receive your choice of two bonus iris
 With  $225.00 purchase, receive your choice of three bonus iris
 With  $300.00 purchase, receive your choice of four bonus iris
 With  $375.00 purchase, receive your choice of five bonus iris
 With $450.00 purchase, receive your choice of six bonus iris

* Limit of two (2) per variety on bonus plants *
Bonus selections must be entered on order form. 

ADDITIONAL COLOR PICTURES ON OUR WEB SITE AT

http://www.mid-americagarden.com

Symbols and Terminology

F   Foreign - other than North American varieties

R   Varieties that bloom spring & again in summer or fall
Standards - 3 upper petals
Falls - 3 lower petals
Hafts - Top (upper part) of falls
Beards - Fuzzy, raised projections in upper center of fall
Style arms - Small stiff segments above the beards
Plicata - Stippled, stitched, dotted or lined pattern
   on a different / paler ground color

MDB
up to 8” tall

Page 47

SDB
8 - 16” tall
Page 42-47

IB
16 - 27½” tall
Page 40-42

MTB
16 - 27½” tall
Page 39-40

BB
16 - 27½” tall

Page 39

TB
over 27½” tall

Page 8-34

BEARDED
IRIS

CLASSES
Aril - AB
3-28” tall

Page 47-48
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ACT SURPRISED (Black ‘10) TB Midseason-Late 36” (91cm) Act 
Surprised is a lovely light pink and orchid bicolor with tangerine to white 
beards ending in short, hairy orchid horns. Nicely ruffled flowers open 
easily without distortion as is common in so many space agers. Strong 
growth produces show stalks with 3 branches and a spur providing 9-10 
buds. Makes a lovely clump. Stalks are placed throughout the clump so 
each flower is showcased and not all bunched together. Act Surprised is 
a quality child of the very popular ‘Announcement’. It is a quality parent 
for space age seedlings. Sdlg. L124A: (To the Point x (Gladys Austin x 
(Piping Hot x Skyhooks))) X Announcement $50.00

BARGAIN HUNTER (Black ‘10) TB Midseason-Late 39” (99cm) 
Bargain Hunter gives plenty of value for the money. It makes a startling 
clump filled with well branched stalks having 3 branches and 8-9 buds. 
Crisp white flowers are touched with purple lines over the lower half of 
falls. Bright orange beards are highlighted by hafts brushed with yellow. 
Substance is much sturdier than many of this type. Accent here is on the 
smashingly beautiful clumps and healthy, vigorous plants. Sdlg. N171AA: 
(On the House x Prince George) X Brave Face BONUS

BEAUTy BECOMES HER (Black ‘10) TB Midseason-Very Late 
42” (107cm) She is a stunning beauty dressed in heavily ruffled and 
lightly laced, clear yellow with a paler flush over fall centers. Soft yellow 
beards don’t detract from her classic form and style. Strong, tall, show 
stalks have 3 branches and 7-8 buds. Robust growth insures instant clumps. 
Interesting parentage with great possibilities. Sdlg. N4A: Antiquity X 
(Arctic Express x (Prince of Pirates x Romantic Evening))  BONUS

BETTER THAN BUTTER (Black ‘10) TB Early-Late 41” (104cm) 
This buttery confection will make your mouth water.  Ruffled standards 
are bright white edged glittering bright yellow. White and yellow styles 
arch above round, flared falls of light yellow blending darker toward 
edges that are narrowly banded darker gold. Soft tangerine beards 
add a lovely contrast. Three branches and rebranch provide 8-9 buds. 
Clumps are very bright and showy. You can’t ignore something that is 
Better than Butter! Thank you to Kathy Chilton for the nice name. Sdlg. 
N36A: Jersey Bounce X (Secret Admirer x Chiffon Ruffles) $50.00

BLUE TRILL (Black ‘10) TB Early-Late 39” (99cm) Over the 
whisper of a soft breeze comes a sprightly trill, a Blue Trill. Medium 
blue standards and styles give way to paler blue-white falls. The high 
note is echoed by darker, plush blue beards. Three well-spaced branches 
and spur produce 10-11 beautifully formed flowers. Clean growth and 
purple based foliage assure the music will play on into the summer. Blue 
Trill crossed to a sibling gave about 75 percent purple based foliage 
seedlings that all show robust growth. It should be a good parent for 
those working for whites with blue beards. Maybe there will be a step 
forward in the sib cross that is to bloom this spring. Sdlg. N193B: (Quite 
the Reverse x All Silent) X Mythology $50.00
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BRIGHT SUNSHINy DAy (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Midseason 41” 
(104cm) The accent is on BRIGHT! It is the only iris that I can truly say 
is so bright that up close it is hard to look at. Back away a few feet and 
it makes a clump that can’t be ignored. Bright yellow standards beam 
above glowing yellow gold falls that are overlaid with mahogany veins 
becoming dotting and stippling and then banded gold. Nice complement 
of 8 buds. Sdlg. TX16EE: Impulsive X Whispering Spirits $50.00

CALGARy (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Midseason 40” (102cm) Even 
though it is a bonus plant, it is still overall one of the best introductions 
for this year. It grows strong and fast which is one of the traits we look 
for when choosing bonus material. Its superior clump effect can be seen 
in the picture above. Domed standards are blue white tinted light pink. 
Falls are mid blue with an overall rosy cast and rosier hafts. White beards 
are tipped tangerine. Show stalks usually have around 8-10 buds. Clean, 
purple based foliage. Sdlg. TU259A: ((Sultry Mood x Conjuration) x (Sea 
Quest x Proud Tradition)) X Fogbound  BONUS

CLASS CLOWN (Black ‘10) TB Midseason-Late 41” (104cm) Class 
Clown is bright, cheery and sure to put a smile on your face. Standards 
and styles are bright gold. Exuberantly colored falls have mahogany 
to amber hafts becoming darker plum bands along outer edges. A big 
fuchsia grin spreads across the centers. Plush old gold beards complete 
this fun ensemble. Strong growth yields show stalks with 3 branches and 
spur and about 8-9 buds. While it hasn’t rebloomed in Salem, the genet-
ics are there for it to do so in warmer climates. Sdlg. M101AA: ((Melba 
Hamblen x Mother Earth) x Goldkist) X End of Summer $50.00

COME TO ORDER (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Early-Midseason 38” 
(97cm) Come to Order makes a soft contrast for bolder colors.  Standards 
are mid peach with falls a few shades lighter.  Wide, blended rose bands 
help showcase soft medium tangerine beards. Nicely branched stalks 
usually have 8 buds. Excellent growth and plant habits. Sdlg. TX3AA: Bold 
Vision X My Ginny $50.00 

COVERED IN kISSES (Black ‘10) (small flowered) TB Early-
Midseason 34” (86cm) Some little fairy flew by, paint brush in hand, 
and smacked each of these pristine white beauties with a bright orange 
kiss. Flowers aren’t quite as small as what my ultimate vision for this small 
flowered project calls for, but how could I discard something that pres-
ents such visual pleasure? Sturdy stalks have 3 branches and 9-11 buds. 
Fast forming clumps are filled with an abundance of stalks and flowers. 
Covered in kisses can be enjoyed both for its impact as a clump and as 
separate, individual flowers. Sdlg. M140CC: Dolce X (Country Dawn sib x 
White Heat) $50.00

FEISTy FELINE (Black ‘10) See page 34 for details & picture.

Come to Order

Covered In kisses

Class Clown
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GAUDy IS GOOD (Black ‘10) TB Early-Midseason  35” (89cm) 
I do like iris with plenty of color.  Gaudy is definitely good in my book. 
As little as ten years ago, I’d have said we were probably never going to 
get a visually red iris. Since then various hybridizers’ lines keep nudging us 
closer and closer to that goal.  Today I’d say it is within reach. The central 
fall spot of Gaudy is Good appears very red with the outer perimeter 
looking even more so. The theory goes that if it can be that red in one 
area, it can be extended over the entire petal. Excellent growth and stalks 
insure full, colorful, even gaudy clumps for your enjoyment. Sdlg. M6FF: 
Cranberry Sauce X (Man About Town x Island Dancer)  $50.00

GOOD LIFE (Black ‘10) TB Midseason-Late 32” (81cm) Good Life 
is another advancement in the quest for strong growing, hardy plicatas. 
It inherits strong growth and hardiness from First Page and the pretty 
plicata pattern of Silk Brocade. Palest pink standards are sanded, veined 
and washed red violet. White falls are narrowly edged with red-grape 
plicata bands and heavier, more red plum hafts. Soft tangerine over white 
beards give a bit more interest. Strong, vigorous growth produces show 
stalks with 3 branches and spur and 9-10 buds. Clumps are very feminine 
and pretty. Sdlg. N117D: First Page X Silk Brocade BONUS

LOVE AND DEVOTION (Black ‘10) TB Midseason-Late 35” 
(89cm) Love and Devotion was a most unexpected result from this cross. 
As far as I know it is totally unique. It is a mid peach to paler yellow-peach 
glaciata but with a large, white luminata type patch. It isn’t a luminata 
since there is no anthocyanin marking - or so the story goes. Whatever the 
case, it should be a very interesting parent. Bright clumps are made up of 
stalks with 3 branches plus spur and 9-11 buds. You’ll love it for sure. Sdlg. 
L33A: Master Plan X (Master Plan x Rock Star) $50.00 

MAHOGANy MAGIC (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Midseason-Late 43” 
(109cm) What a wonderfully rich and vibrant creation Mahogany Magic 
is. Yellow standards pick up white areas veined yellow toward their tops. 
Dark yellow styles are touched red on their crests. Precisely ruffled, luxuri-
ous mahogany falls are given additional depth from darker texture veins. 
Smoldering burnt orange beards are emphasized by a cluster of muted 
butter veins alongside them. Strong garden impact. Sdlg. TY99B: ((Sultry 
Mood x Conjuration)x Romantic Evening) X Starring $50.00

MEMORIES REMAIN (Black ‘10) TB Midseason-Very Late 39” 
(99cm) It is a very beautiful memory that remains late into the season.
Classically formed flowers are heavily ruffled and lightly laced. Mink 
pearl standards have bold violet blue infusions in centers blending to eye-
catching veins shot upward. Strongly flared falls are satiny, opalescent 
white with hafts blushed pink. Pale coral to yellow beards blend nicely. 
Strong show stalks have 3 branches plus spur and 7-8 buds. Impressive. 
Sdlg. M54AA: Cameo Appearance X Cameo Appearance sib $50.00
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MURDER MySTERy (Black ‘10) TB Midseason-Very Late 40” 
(102cm) It’s dark and shadowy with a hint of danger, it’s a Murder 
Mystery. Rich, metallic purple flowers are touched with dark indigo high-
lights and texture veins over the falls. Burnt sienna to brown beards add 
a bit of intrigue to the mystery. Strong, healthy growth produces an abun-
dance of show stalks with 3 branches plus spur and 9-11 buds. Sdlg. 
M5A: Cranberry Sauce X (Painted Blue x Skyblaze)  $50.00

ODE TO PEACE (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Midseason-Late 34” (86cm) 
With so much chaos and craziness around us, why not add a little peace 
to your life. Ode to Peace has full, ruffled flowers done up in soft, tranquil 
peach with slightly darker peach beards. Stalks have 3 branches and 
6-8 buds. Sdlg. TY15B: Kitty Kay X Vienna Waltz  $50.00

ONE OF A kIND (Black ‘10) TB Midseason-Late 35” (89cm) 
Standards with wildly contrasting veins etched over them have been 
emerging for several generations now. One of a kind is the boldest 
and showiest of them and definitely lives up to its name. Chalky lilac 
standards have red plum veins shot outward to red plum and glittering 
brassy gold edges. Heavily ruffled, velvety, black cherry falls have gold 
beards set in a nest of white veins which draws the eye upward to the 
unique standards. Strong stalks have 3 branches and 9-11 buds. This is 
just the beginning of crazily colored and patterned standards. Be sure to 
be in line for your One of a kind. Sdlg. O177A: Magic Masquerade X 
((Sensual Elegance x Romantic Evening) x Snowed In) $60.00

OPENING NUMBER (Black ‘10) TB Midseason-Very Late 37” 
(94cm) Opening Number was one of the earlier seedlings hinting at the 
exotic veining that has evolved into things like ‘One of a Kind’. Just as 
exciting is the totally different and contrasting style arm color. Opening 
Number opens the door for things like black irises with pink styles. Why 
not dream big! Pale slate blue standards are veined darker violet gray 
and rimmed gilt gold. Wonderfully contrasted gold styles are reinforced 
by big, bright gold beards. Purple black falls blend lighter and transition 
to white veins alongside beards. Robust growth creates show stalks with 
3 branches and 9-11 buds. Sdlg. M90BB: ((Tom Johnson x Red Zinger) x 
Romantic Evening) X (Prince George x Romantic Evening) $55.00

PASSIONATE EMBRACE (Black ‘10) (small flowered) TB 
Midseason-Late 34” (86cm) Bundle of Love was my favorite parent until 
I saw Passionate Embrace seedlings bloom. It was love at first sight. The 
diversity of color and pattern and overall quality were more than I could 
have hoped for. Most were exquisitely proportioned BBs and small flow-
ered TBs. Diamond dusted mauvish pink standards are brushed greenish 
tan along top edges. Lovely peach styles transition to metallic buff cream 
falls that blend slightly darker to rosy tan bands and hafts. Fully satu-
rated coral beards add a little heat to Passionate Embrace. Vigorous 
growth forms tight clumps filled with show stalks having 3 branches plus 
spur and 8-9 buds. Small flowers with a dynamite impact. A MUST HAVE. 
Sdlg. N234AA: ((Goldkist x Taunt) x Fogbound) X Dolce $50.00
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PENGUIN PARTy (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Midseason 34” (86cm) 
Look at all the cute little penguins decked out in their tuxedos, it must 
be a Penguin Party. These highly contrasted flowers represent another 
step forward in the quest for a vigorous black and white plicata. The 
near black color of the standards repeats in a band around stark white, 
strongly flared falls. Well-branched stalks have 7 buds. Makes very showy 
clumps that draw people to it. Sdlg. TW139YY: Storm Track X Blackberry 
Tease BONUS

PINk INVASION (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Midseason-Late 42” 
(107cm) In the case of Pink Invasion, invasion connotes the rapid for-
mation of clumps filled with well-branched stalks carrying multitudes of 
lovely pink flowers. Mid pink blooms are generously ruffled and laced, 
and adorned with soft coral pink beards. Here is another superior bonus 
iris you’ll be proud to have in your garden or on the show bench. Sdlg. 
TU80B: Keeping Up Appearances X Lotus Land BONUS

POLyNESIAN qUEEN (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Midseason-Late 36” 
(91cm) This Polynesian queen is nicely tanned and robed in the soft 
colors of royalty. Light buff standards have strong midribs infused light 
rose giving way to heavily ruffled margins. Standard color bleeds down 
onto falls and blends outward to medium mauve plum edges. A slight blue 
violet flash below startling dark burnt orange beards descends to darker 
red purple centers. Stalks with 3 branches and 7-9 buds emerge from 
strong, healthy plants. Sdlg. TY17A: Paul Black X Decadence $50.00

POODLE PARADE (Paul Black ‘10) TB Midseason-Late 39” 
(99cm) All pretentiously clipped, coiffed, fluffed and meticulously 
groomed, it must be a Poodle Parade, a pink Poodle Parade. All petals 
are ruffled and edges adorned with crinkled lace. Mid pink standards 
have slightly darker texture veins. Warm white falls are almost completely 
washed mid pink and accented with darker pink hafts and texture veining. 
Completely saturated, vivid coral pink beards add a bold touch. Show 
stalks have 3 branches and 7-8 buds. Breeds very pretty pink beards.
Sdlg N188B: (Lotus Land x Keeping Up Appearances) X sib $50.00

PRIVATE EyE (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Early-Midseason 35” (89cm) 
What makes this Private Eye so special? Without a doubt, it is the big, 
plush, near black beards. They are amazing! Palest orchid white standards 
are infused slightly darker at bases. Styles are an interesting mango flesh 
with slate violet stripes. Rich, plush dark burgundy falls have a hint of 
dark chocolate washed over them and become a little lighter and irides-
cent around those incredible dark beards. Nicely branched stalks have 
7-9 buds. Rapid increaser. Interesting parent for uniquely colored beards. 
Sdlg. TY98A: Guatemala sib X Starring  $55.00
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RISky BUSINESS (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Midseason 37” (94 cm) 
Putting so many colors together could be a disaster but with Risky Business 
it all works to make a very colorful, very lovely garden presence. Its silken 
sheen makes it even more special. Mid butter buff standards are rouged 
rose up midribs. Styles are a bit darker golden apricot. Vibrant fuchsia 
falls have plum hafts and bands and fine gilt edges. Tangerine beards 
make a daring statement. Strong and healthy growth. Show stalks have 
3 branches and 8-9 buds. Very little risk that you won’t love it. It should 
be a very intersting parent coming from such a diverse background. Sdlg. 
TX58BB: (Blush of Color x Poem of Ecstacy) X Decadence $60.00

SCOTTISH LASS (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Early-Midseason 40” 
(102cm) She’s fair-skinned with just a blush of color in her cheeks and 
dressed in a precisely ruffled skirt that accents her natural beauty. Mauvish 
pink standards are flushed slate violet up midribs. Wide and round flesh 
pink falls are topped with bright orange beards. Vigorous growth. Show 
stalks have 3 branches and 8-9 buds. Sdlg. TX26C: Kind Word X Simply 
Sensational $50.00

SECRET AFFAIR (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Early-Midseason 41” 
(104cm) Palest milk glass pink standards become the color of the reverse 
on bluish milk glass falls blushed pink over hafts. All petals are ruffled 
and edged in lace. Pastel blue beards are tipped palest tangerine in 
keeping with the overall elegance of these flowers. Exceptionally strong 
growth produces strong show stalks with 3 branches plus spur and 9-11 
buds. Come show time, you’ll be proud to expose your Secret Affair. Who 
knows, it might just end up being your Queen of Show. Sdlg. TY124A: Pink 
Invasion X Waterfall Mist $50.00

SHARP DRESSED MAN (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Early Midseason 
36” (91cm) He’s tall, dark and handsome and draws the eye of anyone 
walking by. Only the finest clothes will do for this Sharp Dressed Man. 
Standards are iridescent mid purple. Elegantly ruffled purple black falls 
have a velvety texture and slightly lighter rim. Only someone so confident 
could get by with such an outrageous orange tie. Show stalks with 3-4 
branches and 10-12 buds help insure a superior garden performance. 
Robust, healthy growth. Colors are exceptionally clear. Sdlg. TZ58A: Paul 
Black X Saturn $50.00

SIDE EFFECTS (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Midseason-Late 38” (97cm)  
Here is another unique creation coming from one of the Guatemala sibs 
that is giving such a diversity of color. Standards are palest violet white. 
Golden honey falls have honey amber hafts and are paler around fiery 
rust orange beards. Multitudes of smaller flowers are carried on well-
branched stalks. Should be a very interesting parent. Sdlg. TX36AA: 
Louisa’s Song X Guatemala sib  $50.00
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SING TO ME (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Midseason-Late 40” (102cm) 
Big, blocky flowers presented on show stalks with 3 branches and 7-9 
buds are sure to get your attention. Pale blue white standards have dark 
blue bases with dark veins extending and becoming lighter toward edges. 
The flat-top form is quite unique and appealing. Expansive blue white 
falls have darker texture veins leading to light lemon beards. Healthy, 
robust growth. Sdlg. TX69A: Presentation X Mountain View $50.00 

SkIRT ALERT (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Midseason-Late 35” (89cm) 
You’ll say ooh la la once you’ve seen these super wide and ruffled skirts. 
Ruffled stark white standards are neatly edged yellow gilt. Palest violet 
white falls have wide, yellow gold ruffled bands turning more translu-
cent toward edges. Bright tangerine over white beards add a fun accent. 
Flowers are considerably darker upon first opening. Stalks have 2 
branches and 7-8 buds. Very different with an interesting parentage.
Sdlg. TX20AA: Jersey Bounce X Whispering Spirits $50.00

STIR IT UP (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Midseason-Late 32” (81cm) For 
those of you waiting for an updated ‘Fancy Tales’ that doesn’t fall over, 
wait no longer. Stir it Up is ready to show off for you. White standards 
have fine crystaline rims. White style crests are edged gold. Falls are a 
medley of color. White area around vivid orange beards is veined and 
blushed peach. Upper half is widely margined mid yellow. Lower half of 
fall is vibrant metallic purple, narrowly banded mid yellow. Show stalks 
have 3-4 branches and 8-12 buds. Easily opens 3 flowers at once. Sdlg. 
TX41AA: Quandary X Wild Angel   Photo on front cover. $60.00

TOWN FLIRT (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Midseason (39” 99cm) She’s 
all pink and pretty with loads of ruffles and lace. She’s the Town Flirt. 
Standards are medium pink. Creamy white falls have pink hafts and blend 
outward to pink margins. Shrimp beards add a little passion to this flirt. 
Show stalks with 7-9 buds emerge from healthy, purple base foliage.  
Sdlg. TY87A: Heart of Glass X LaRue Boswell $50.00

UP IN FLAMES (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Midseason 37” (94 cm) 
Temperatures rise and hot embers begin to glow until it goes Up in 
Flames. It’s hot, hot, hot! Highly ruffled and laced standards and narrow 
rims around falls are hot pinkish rose. Plush, velvety falls are dark garnet. 
Smoldering orange-red beards are highlighted by subdued rose white  
veins surrounding them. Nicely branched stalks with about 7 buds. Sdlg. 
TY67A: (Naples x Romantic Evening) X Decadence  $50.00

WINTER BREEzE (T.Johnson ‘10) TB Midseason-Late 41” 
(104cm) Winter Breeze picks up the best traits of both parents; large 
flowers, classic form, strong show stalks, healthy growth & blue beards. 
Icy blue standards are shaded darker at bases. Palest blue white falls 
are very round with hafts touched metallic gold. Mid blue beards are the 
perfect accent. Sdlg. TX48BB: Sea Power X Mythology $50.00
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A STAR IS BORN (Moorhead 09) Champagne pink stan-
dards & hafts on champagne falls. Dark sienna beard. $30.00

ABSOLUTE TREASURE (Tasco 06) Heavily ruffled sky 
blue, paler fall spot. Nice stalks and good growth. $9.00

ACCESSIBLE (Ghio 08) Mid rose purple standards and darker 
band on velvety black cherry falls. Brick beards. $20.00

ACT SURPRISED (Black 10) See Introductions. $50.00

ADOREE (Blyth 09) F  Much heralded bicolor. Orchid stan-
dards. Cinnamon-rose-pink blend falls. UNIQUE! $45.00

ADRIATIC WAVES (keppel 09) Mid violet blue standards. 
Satiny dark marine blue falls. Heavily ruffled. $30.00

AEGEAN WIND (Schreiner 08) Violet blue standards over 
palest blue white falls. Nicely ruffled. $18.00

AFTERNOON COLOURS (Blyth 08) F  Cream standards 
flushed rose. Pale magenta falls heavily washed/marbled dark 
magenta over centers. Loads of fluffy ruffles.  $35.00

AIR OF MySTERy (Blyth 07) F  Tan-buff standards. Dark 
red-violet falls. Bright tangerine beards. $20.00

ALL ABOUT SPRING (kerr 06) Mid lilac with lacy gold 
margins around standards and falls. Gold hafts. $10.00

ALL My DREAMS (Black 09) Luscious peach standards. 
White falls with big half-moon gold to peach spot. $30.00

ALPINE HARMONy (Blyth 07) F  White standards and 
clear mid yellow falls. Soft tangerine beards.  $20.00

AMAzING DON (Nebeker 07) Gold standards. Butter falls 
with wide red-brown plicata band. Nice color. $15.00

AMBER ESSENCE (Blyth 07) F  Amber-buff with pale lav-
ender blaze around fiery brick red beards. $20.00

AND AWAy WE GO (Lauer 08) Amethyst-violet with paler 
fall centers and yellow hafts. Nicely ruffled. $16.00

APPLAUSE LINE (Ghio 05) White standards and rim on 
strongly flared black-purple falls. Showy. $8.00

ARCTIC BURST (Duncan 08) Wonderfully unique! White 
with bright yellow hafts and beards. Lower half of fall peppered 
& dotted purple becoming heavier at margin. $20.00

ARISTOCRACy (keppel 06) Heavily ruffled royal purple; 
blue haze around beards. Well branched stalks. $12.00

ART AT DAWN (Blyth 06) F  Quietly beautiful. Icy white 
with blue lavender fall wash. Light tan hafts. $16.00

ASk A LADy (Blyth 05) F  White standards. White falls 
flushed champagne pink with deeper hafts.  $8.00

ASTRO BLUE (Schreiner 08) Bubbly ruffled mid sky-blue 
with paler area around creamy white beards. $18.00

A Star
is Born

Absolute
Treasure
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ASTROBUBBLES (Blyth 05) F  Huge and heavily ruffled. 
Buff standards and edge on deep red violet falls.  $12.00

ASTROLOGy (T.Johnson 07) Mauve-pink standards. Dark 
wine-purple falls wildly veined white around mauve beards. 
Broad ruffled falls. Well branched. $15.00

ATHENS (T.Johnson 06) White standards with centers 
washed mid blue. Fancy white lumi-plic falls heavily washed and 
veined violet-blue. Cream beards. Lovely ruffled form. $9.00

ATTRACTIVE LADy (T.Johnson 07) A taller, more vigorous 
update of Santa.    Peach standards and narrow bands around 
white falls. Ruffled & laced. $15.00

AU CONTRAIRE (T.Johnson 08) Very late. Palest slate 
standards and paler falls with hafts brushed yellow. Heavily 
ruffled and laced. Classy show stalks. $22.00

AUGUSTINE (Schick 05) Lacy pinkish orange with rose-
orange shoulders and orange beards. Luscious colors. $8.00

AUTUMN SUNRISE (G.Spoon 07) R  Ruffled orient pink with 
darker hafts and veining on falls. Tangerine beards.  $15.00

AzTEC ART (T.Johnson 09) Bright gold standards and 
large sunburst on dark mahogany falls. Colorful. $30.00

BADLANDS (Schreiner 03) Smooth dark purple standards 
and band on black-purple falls. Show stalks. Quality. $6.00

BALLET PERFORMANCE (T.Johnson 07) White and deep 
rose lilac plicata. Beautiful garden presence. Excellent parent to 
boost vigor and winter hardiness. Show stalks!!  $15.00

BALTIC SEA (T.Johnson 08) Extremely ruffled clear mid 
marine blue. Strong growth. Show stalks. $18.00

BARBARA MAy (T.Johnson 07)White and mid purple 
plicata. Purple styles. Impressive show stalks with 3 open flowers. 
Healthy, strong growth. Disease resistant foliage. $15.00

BARGAIN HUNTER (Black 10) See Introductions. BONUS

BATTLESTAR ATLANTIS (Aitken 08) Tall white. White 
beards end in white horns or flounces. $20.00

BE My GIRL (L.Blyth 06) F  Soft baby pink. Bright orange 
beards end in lavender horns or sometimes flounces. $14.00

BE ORIGINAL (Ghio 09) Apricot peach standards. White 
falls have wide blended orchid bands. Pretty. $24.00

BEACH DANCE (Blyth 08) F  Terracota plum standards. 
Mid terracota falls with muted band and bluish blaze around 
startling coral red beards. Very pretty color. $25.00

BEAUTy BECOMES HER (Black 10) See Intros. BONUS

BELGIAN PRINCESS (T.Johnson 05) Blue lilac standards. 
Blue white falls. Super branching and buds. Strong, clean growth. 
Spectacular clump! Very popular. $7.00
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BELLE DE PROVENCE (Baumunk 06) Mid apricot stan-
dards and wide band on warm white falls. Lovely. $10.00

BERRy SCARy (Black 06) Mysterious pastel grayed orchid 
with large red-purple fall blot. Super branching. Interesting 
parent for large fall spots. $9.00

BETTER THAN BUTTER (Black 10) See Intros. $50.00

BEV (Richardson 08) Bronzy red slightly tinted violet. Garnet 
hafts. Rusty gold beards. Strong growth. $18.00

BIRTHDAy GIRL (keppel 05) Flamboyantly ruffled mid 
peach flushed apricot. Lovely. $7.00

BLACk MAGIC WOMAN (Tasco 08) Dark red violet stan-
dards. Satiny jet black falls. Burnt orange beards. $18.00

BLACk SUITED (Innerst 00) VERY black self including 
beards. Probably the blackest on the market. $6.00

BLACkALICIOUS (Schreiner 06) Large, nicely ruffled pur-
ple-black. Excellent quality. $10.00

BLACkBERRy TEASE (T.Johnson 04) Cream and dark pur-
ple-black plicata. Great color contrast. Super parent.  $6.00

BLANkET OF SNOW (T.Johnson 06) Stark white with 
lemon shadings at base of standards and on hafts. Strong 
growth. Super SHOW STALKS! Beautiful. $10.00

BLOWING kISSES (keppel 07) Pink standards and styles. 
Orchid-pink falls and coral beards. Pretty color. $12.00

BLUE RISING (Blyth 06) F  Nicely ruffled icy white with 
standards heavily shaded blue. Well branched stalks. $12.00

BLUE TRILL (Black 10) See Introductions. $50.00

BLUSHING BASHFUL (Black 06) Peach-pink to ivory stan-
dards. White falls have apricot hafts. Very pretty clump. Superb 
branching. Good parent for contrasting haft colors. $9.00

BOLLyWOOD (keppel 07) Light yellow standards. Soft lav-
ender-blue falls shading to buff-yellow bands and gold hafts. 
Well-branched stalks. Excellent parent. $14.00

BOLSHOI (keppel 09) Deep orchid, slightly pinker fall with 
paler centers. Lovely pinkish beard. Ruffled and laced. $30.00

BRAzILIAN ART (keppel 09) Apricot standards and paler 
falls with wide blended band of muted red purple. $30.00

BRIDAL ICING (T.Johnson 03) Heavily laced and ruffled 
cold white with yellow hafts and beards. Show stalks. $6.00

BRIDAL PARTy (T. Johnson 06) Ruffled and laced warm 
white with peach standard centers and fall edges. Tall show 
stalks give a regal appearance. Vigorous growth. $10.00

BRIGHT SUNSHINy DAy (T.Johnson 10) See Introduc-
tions $50.00
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BRILLIANCE (L.Painter 05) Ruffled and laced bright orange 
with falls paler around orange beards. Strong color. $8.00

BRILLIANT DISGUISE (T.Johnson 08) Bright apricot 
orange standards. Velvety dark maroon falls with fiery orange 
beards. Accent on color. Vigorous growth. $18.00

BRILLIANT IDEA (keppel 09) Icy white with mid blue 
banded falls. Super bright golden yellow beards. $30.00

BROkEN HEART (T.Johnson 06) Buff-peach standards. 
Blue to red-violet blended falls with buff-peach hafts. Strong 
show stalks. Very pretty ruffled form. $10.00

BRUSSELS (T.Johnson 04) Ruffled mid blue standards and 
ice white falls. An elegant beauty. SHOW STALKS! $7.00

BUBBLING WAVES (Ghio 06) Clear medium blue with olive 
blush on hafts. Heavily ruffled. Blooms early.  $9.00

BURST OF GLORy (Jedlicka 08) Vivid deep yellow stan-
dards and sunburst on dark maroon falls. Color! $15.00

BUSHWHACkED (Black 06) Tan-gold standards infused 
violet. Red-plum falls with light peach patch around orange 
beards. Nice, well-branched stalks. Fun parent. $10.00

By POPULAR DEMAND (Black 06) Buff peach standards 
and large sunburst in middle of velvety red-purple falls. Tanger-
ine beards. Showy clumps. Tall, show stalks. $10.00

CALGARy (T.Johnson 10) See Introductions. BONUS

CALLING (Blyth 03) F  White standards. Deep blue falls with 
white spray around lemon beards. Strong show stalks. $8.00

CAMEO APPEARANCE (Black 06) Smoky pearl violet 
standards and pink styles. Soft pearl pink falls with pink beards. 
Heavily laced. Strong stalks. Excellent parent. $9.00

CANDy CLUB (L.Painter 06) Mauve pink standards. White 
falls with wide raspberry plicata bands. Very pretty. $10.00

CARNIVAL CAPERS (Blyth 09) F  Yellow standards. Dark 
red-purple falls shaded out to light violet to tan bands and 
oxblood hafts. Brown beards. Very colorful.  $45.00

CARNIVAL OF COLOR (Black 09) White standards 
blushed pink and rimmed gold. Pink falls washed and lined 
purple. Golden hafts and band. Orange beards. $30.00

CASCADIAN RHyTHM (Schreiner 07) White standards. 
Mid blue falls blended to white margins. Large flowers. $12.00

CASINO CRUISER (Burseen 08) Chrome and buttercup 
yellow blend including large flounces. $22.00

CAST A SPELL (Blyth 96) F  Lilac blue standards. Rich gar-
net-red falls with deep bronze beards. UNIQUE color. $7.00

CAT CALL (Black 08) Mid yellow standards. Lavender falls 
with unusual dark plum center cascade. Show stalks. $18.00
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CHAMPAGNE AND STRAWBERRIES (Blyth 07) F  Stan-
dards cream flushed pink. Pinkish tan blend falls. $20.00

CHARDONNAy AND ICE (Blyth 02) F  Big and broad. 
White standards and ray pattern on upper half of brassy char-
treuse, strongly flared falls. Strong growth. $7.00

CHEAP (Black 08) Light apricot standards. Pearl lilac falls 
with dark grape hafts and mauve band. Short. Cool. $18.00

CHEAP FRILLS (Black 09) Buff Peach standards. White falls 
have cinnamon peach plicata bands. Orange beards. $30.00

CHEyENNE Sky (Schreiner 08) Peachy apricot with falls 
washed shrimp-pink. Subtle buff peach bands. $18.00

CHINESE WHISPER (Blyth 05) F  Smoky white standards 
veined darker. Velvety black purple falls.  $8.00

CHINOOk ARCH (T.Johnson 05) Gold standards. Orchid 
falls with gold hafts and very wide brassy bands.  $8.00

CHINOOk WINDS (T.Johnson 03) Laced, translucent light 
blue bitone. Strong growth, show stalks. QUALITY! $6.00

CHRISTMAS PRESENT (Ghio 07) Opalescent blue orchid 
with darker edging. Coral beards. Very feminine. $12.00

CIEL ET MER (Cayeux 08) F  Pale blue standards. Dark 
indigo fall shading paler to lemon beard. Big flowers. $22.00

CIMARRON TRAIL (Black 05) Yellow standards blushed 
rose. Red-violet washed and sanded falls with white luminata 
patch and gold rims. Pretty colors. Vigorous. $8.00

CIRCLE OF LIGHT (Black 09) Dark indigo showing confined 
white plicata ground in standard and fall centers. $30.00

CITy OF GOLD (Black 05) White standards heavily veined 
and rimmed gold. Yellow gold falls with red veins down center 
and red sanding over lower quarter. Show stalks!  $9.00

CLASS CLOWN (Black 10) See Introductions. $50.00

CLEAR CHOICE (T.Johnson 07) Very early, clear blended 
pink to peach glaciata. Excellent growth and stalks.  $12.00

CLOUDBASE (M.Roberts 06) White with super wide bright 
blue fall bands. Very showy. Vigorous and clean. $10.00

CLOUDSCAPE (Black 08) Mid blue to light blue standards. 
Icy white falls. Classy flowers on fabulous show stalks. $20.00

CLOWNERIE (Cayeux 07) F  Pale mauve standards. Cream 
falls with narrow red purple plicata band. Showy. $15.00

CODE RED (Aitken 03) Smooth, matte, cranberry red. Tan-
gerine beards. Reminiscent of Lady Friend. $6.00

COFFEE TRADER (Blyth 06) F  Coffee cream brown with 
lavender fall flash around burnt orange beards. Unique and 
entrancing color. Strong show stalks. A MUST! $12.00
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COME AWAy WITH ME (Schreiner 08) Lovely apricot pink 
blend with wide, blended magenta fall band. Color. $18.00

COME TO ORDER (T.Johnson 10) See Intros. $50.00

COMEDy (Ghio 07) White standards. Black-purple falls with 
white sunburst over hafts and irregular marbling. $12.00

COMFORTABLE (Ghio 07) Warm pink standards. Cream to 
warm pink falls banded rosewood. Pretty color. $12.00

CONJURING CAT (Black 05) Warm white standards edged 
peach-gold. Warm white falls with mid violet lines, stippling and 
yellow peach hafts. Lovely show stalks. Unique. $7.00

COPPER CLOUDS (Blyth 07) F  Rich salmon terracotta 
blend, deeper in centers. Dark sienna beards. Lacy. $28.00

COPPER FUSION (Aitken 08) Reddish copper standards. 
White falls blended to apricot at edge. Coral beards. $22.00

CORAL SPLENDOR (Black 08) Luscious coral pink standards 
and coral peach falls. Fabulous stalks and clumps. $22.00

COUNTRy kISSES (Blyth 05) F  Pastel pink standards. 
Creamy pink falls darken toward edges. Show stalks. $9.00

COUNTy CORk (Schreiner 07) Huge greenish yellow 
flowers carried on strong show stalks. Strong growth. $10.00

COUP DE SOLEIL (Cayeux 07) F  Blazingly intense, extreme 
orange with red beards. Fantastic color. $22.00

COVERED IN kISSES (Black 10) See Intros. $50.00

COWBOy GIRL (Davis 06) Bronze gold standards. Dark 
maroon falls with white and yellow haft veining. $9.00

COyOTE UGLy (k.kasperek 07) Orange peach randomly 
splashed raspberry. Red orange beards. $14.00

CRANBERRy SAUCE (Black 02) Luscious bluish cranberry. 
Vivid yellow beards. Great depth of color. Yummy. $6.00

CRASH COURSE (Black 08) Slate purple to mauve stan-
dards. Blue lilac falls blending paler to brass tan margins. 
Superb parent for various pink and blue combinations. $20.00

CRETE (T.Johnson 08) Deep purple standards and band on 
black falls. Orange beards. Show stalks. Superb. $18.00

DAD’S A PIRATE (Blyth 07) F  Gold standards and veins 
alongside bronze beards on dark red burgundy falls. $22.00

DAkOTA SMOkE (Schreiner 08) Violet infused claret stan-
dards. Magenta, violet and purple blend falls. $18.00

DANCING DOLPHIN (L.Johnson 06) White with narrow 
violet blue plicata bands and styles. Lovely. $9.00

DANCING STAR (T.Johnson 09) White standards. Inky 
blue purple falls with white sunburst veined purple surrounding 
soft marigold beards. Dramatic contrast. Superb. $30.00
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Decadence

DARk HOLLOW (Davis 05) Inky, metallic red purple stan-
dards and blot on pale violet blue falls. Great color. $6.00

DAWN TO DUSk (Schreiner 08) Pale dusky rose standards. 
Dahlia purple falls pale toward margins. 18.00

DAyS GONE By (Richardson 09) Lilac to pink standards 
and paler falls with darker hafts. Red beards. $25.00

DECADENCE (Blyth 04) F  Apricot standards and bands 
around rich red-purple falls. Showy. Excellent parent.  $8.00

DEEP CURRENTS (T.Johnson 09) Dark red purple stan-
dards and darker plic band on cream falls.  $30.00

DELTA LADy (Lauer 08) R  White with sea lavender plicata 
bands. Lilac beards. $18.00

DEVIL’S OWN (Blyth 04) F  Greenish, brassy gold with stan-
dards infused violet.  $7.00

DI MODA (Bianco 06) F  Salmon pink standards. Lilac rose 
blend falls. Carrot red beards. $14.00

DIALECT (T.Johnson 08) Rosy orchid standards. Dark, 
velvety wine falls with stunning white luminata patch. $20.00

DINNER TALk (Blyth 05) F  Pastel lavender standards. Rich 
purple falls with darker texture veining and paler margins. Light 
burnt tangerine beards. Stunning color contrast. $12.00

DISCOVERED TREASURE (T.Johnson 05) Buff-pink stan-
dards. Mid red-violet falls blending to orange-buff around burnt 
orange beards. Rugged growth. Show stalks.  $8.00

DISGUISE (T.Johnson 06) Mauve champagne standards.  
Satiny black-cherry falls with rust orange beards. Gorgeous 
ruffled form. Robust growth & loads of show stalks. $10.00

DOLCE (Black 03) SPECIES-X TB Adorable small flower based 
on species aphylla breeding. Mid pink standards. Pale warm 
white falls. Tall, well-branched and budded. Terrific breeding 
potential. Fertile with most bearded classes $6.00

DONAGHCLONEy (Richardson 07) Huge. Mid dark blue 
standards. Darker blue falls. Robust. Show stalks. $12.00

DOUBLE RINGER (Ernst 07) White standards and fall 
centers with wide yellow bands and white rims. $14.00

DOUCE REVERIE (Cayeux 07) F  White standards and 
band on salmon pink falls. Pretty pastel color. $14.00

DRAMA qUEEN (keppel 03) Lacy black-purple standards 
and sanded plicata bands on peach buff falls.  $6.00

DREAM TEAM (T.Johnson 07) White standards finely 
veined citron. Mid citron lime falls. Superb, strong show stalks 
produced by healthy, vigorous plants. Wonderful. $12.00

DREAMING CLOWN (Muska 99) F  Ivory with falls plicata 
washed and dotted lilac and brown. Delightfully unusual. $8.00
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DREAMLIFE (L.Painter 07) White standards. White falls 
washed pale to mid blue toward margins. $11.00

DRESSED TO kILL (Black 06) Soft mink standards finely 
veined gold. Black cherry falls blend paler to grape edges. 
Strong growth. Show stalks. Excellent parent. $10.00

DRINkS AT SUNSET (Blyth 03) F  Terra-cotta rose bitone 
with red toned fall centers and red beards. Amazing color. Excit-
ing creation with loads of breeding potential. A MUST! $10.00

DRIVE ME WILD (T.Johnson 07) Medium blue-violet stan-
dards. Dark purple falls with upper half veined white. $10.00

DRIVE My CAR (Lauer 08) Violet blue standards. Aster 
violet falls with rusty brown hafts. Orange beards. $18.00

EDGAR POE (Loktev 06) F  Light beige standards washed 
red-violet. Garnet falls covered with cream sanded veins. Cream 
luminata patch. Very different. $10.00

EDIFICE (Ghio 09) Orchid standards. Pinkish orchid falls with 
darker margins. Coral beards. Lovely form $24.00

ELIzABETHAN AGE (Baumunk 05) Apricot to white ground 
with dark purple luminata pattern. Robust growth.  $8.00

EMILO (Richardson 07) Opaque blue white with frosted dark 
blue beards. Wonderful form and strong growth. $10.00

ENAMORED (Ghio 09) Light lilac standards. Pastel orchid 
falls with coral beards. Huge ruffled flowers $18.00

ENDLESS WALTz (Blyth 06) F  Icy blue white standards. 
Pale lavender falls heavily washed and veined violet. $9.00

ERIC TILLMAN (D.Spoon 08) Lavender pink standards. 
Medium violet falls. Nicely ruffled. Superb stalks. $18.00

ESCALATOR UP (Richardson 05) Pale yellow standards. 
Cream falls with yellow hafts and washed blue bands. $8.00

EXHIBITIONIST (Baumunk 09) White standards with 
narrow tan bands. Lavender falls. Fuzzy orange beards and 
horns dotted lavender on tips. Very nice. $28.00

EXPECT WONDERS (Ghio 09) White standards with mid 
cinnamon halo. Cream falls with golden hafts. Lower margin is 
edged red purple becoming dotted inside. Unique. $26.00 

EXPLICIT (Ghio 05) Bright gold standards and sunburst on 
black mahogany falls. Short but showy. $8.00

EXPOSÉ (Ghio 04) White standards. Yellow falls with white 
centers veined dark purple. Unique. Fun parent. $8.00

EyE FOR STyLE (Blyth 07) F  Alluring dusky rose orchid. 
Hazy lavender blue fall blaze. Lovely form, super stalks & 
growth. A wonderfully beautiful creation. $20.00

FABULOUS ONE (Nicodemus 06) Light blue standards. 
Dark blue falls and beards. Strong growth. $8.00
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FACE OF AN ANGEL (Black 07) Icy blue standards. Crisp 
white falls. Flawless form. Show stalks open 3 flowers at once. 
Strong growth. Super parent for blue bearded whites. $12.00

FALL FASHION (T.Johnson 07) Heavily laced. Mid orange 
standards infused pink. White falls have amber-gold hafts 
blending to wide gold margins. Super branching. $14.00

FANCy A FLUTTER (Blyth 06) F  Warm white & mid yellow 
bitone. Brown rays over haft. Cute smaller flowers on well 
branched stalks. Excellent parent for plicatas. $14.00

FANCy DOG (Black 09) Pastel pink to orchid standards  
edged buff. Purple falls with white luminata spot. $30.00

FANCy STUFF (O.Brown 01) HEAVILY LACED, mid-light blue. 
Gorgeous form and garden presence. WONDERFUL! $9.00

FASHION DIVA (T.Johnson 09) Mid dusky rose standards 
and band on plush dark wine falls. Big flowers. $32.00

FASHIONISTA (Blyth 09) F  Clear pink standards. Lavender 
falls with amber pink hafts. Tangerine beards. $30.00

FEUDALISM (Ghio 08) Peach tan standards. Velvety maroon 
falls overlaid black. Unique striped styles. Nice stalks. $14.00

FIERy FIGURE (Innerst 00) EYE POPPING, vivid orange with 
orange beards. You won’t overlook it. COLOR!  $7.00

FIESTA ORANGE (Black 06) Laced. Peachy orange stan-
dards. Gold orange falls. Strong growth. Nice stalks. $9.00

FIT FOR A kING (Schreiner 06) Light lavender standards. 
Rich, dark purple falls. Superior stalks and growth. $9.00

FIXATION (Ghio 09) Yellow standards blushed orange. Bril-
liant orange falls. Light purple lines and dots along lower edge. 
Screaming orange red beards. Great color. $24.00

FLAME AMBER (keppel 09) Rose apricot standards. 
Orange amber falls. Red orange beards. Pretty. $32.00

FLASH OF LIGHT (T.Johnson 08) Bright white standards 
and large sunburst on dark violet blue falls. Yellow beards. 
Stong, clean growth. Show stalks. Very popular. $20.00

FLASHy SHOW GIRL (Black 09) Salmon pink standards 
and butterfly spot around big, vivid orange beards on blended 
dark red purple falls. Attention grabbing color. $30.00

FLORENTINE SILk (keppel 05) Peach pink standards. Lav-
ender falls with wide lilac bands. Coral to violet beards. Strong, 
vigorous growth. Very pretty and much in demand. $8.00

FLUENT MANDARIN (Blyth 06) F  Buff standards infused 
rose. Red burgundy falls. Colorful. Show stalks. $14.00

FLy yOUR COLORS (Black 08) Wild assortment of colors. 
Mid mauve rose to tan standards. Big slate claret blended spot 
on brass gold fall. Strong growth. Exciting parent. $20.00
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FOR LOVERS ONLy (Black 08) Absolutely gorgeous clear 
mid pink with paler fall centers. Unique red pink over white 
beards. Superb show stalks and robust growth! $20.00

FOREIGNER (T.Johnson 06) Ultra smooth color. Mid oxblood 
standards. Brown-black falls with brown beards. $9.00

FOREVER BLOWING BUBBLES (Ghio 07) Heavily ruffled 
pure white. $12.00

FORTUNATE SON (Schreiner 06) Smooth brownish red 
with unusual dark violet beards. A very unique and interesting 
combo. Can’t wait to use it in hybridizing. $9.00

FRENCH RIVIERA (T.Johnson 09) Dark yellow standards 
and band on mahogany falls. White veined haft. $30.00 

FULL FIGURED (T.Johnson 05) White standards. VERY 
broad and ruffled red-grape falls. Orange beards.  $8.00

FULL OF MAGIC (Blyth 06) F  Peach buff with falls overlaid 
soft rose and veined deeper rose. Orange beards. $14.00

GALLERy (T.Johnson 05) Dark mulberry banded plicata. 
Vigorous growth. Show stalks with many buds.  $8.00

GAUDy IS GOOD (Black 10) See Introductions. $50.00

GAzE (Blyth 05) F  Oyster white standards. Plush dark violet-
blue falls with reddish black hafts. A quality of color not seen 
before. Excellent parent. Superb stalks. A MUST! $12.00

GENEALOGy (T.Johnson 08) White standards flushed 
yellow. Honey gold falls. Show stalks. Fun parent. $20.00

GENTLEWOMAN (M.Smith 08) Heavily ruffled clear pastel 
orange sherbet glaciata.  $22.00

GERARD BRIERE (Cayeux 08) F  Gold standards, edges 
tinted brown. Bright blue violet falls with big white fall centers 
surrounding yellow beards. Very colorul. $25.00

GILT-EDGED BOND (Richardson 05) Lavender cream 
standards edged gold. Soft violet falls edged gold. $8.00

GINGER ICE (Blyth 07) F  White blushed apricot standards. 
Apricot ginger blended falls. Burnt red beards. $28.00

GITANO (keppel 08) Peach standards and sunburst on dark 
purple falls. Cool color and pattern.  $25.00

GLAD ALL OVER (Blyth 07) F  Mauve lilac standards and 
band on dark rosy mauve falls. Heavily ruffled. $20.00

GLAMAzON (Blyth 07) F  Honey gold standards. Rose tan 
blend falls with blue flash around orange red beards. $25.00

GLAMOUR PANTS (Blyth 06) F  Apricot standards blushed 
rose. Red burgundy falls. Wide apricot band. COLOR! $12.00

GLOBAL WARMER (Burseen 08) Flamingo pink standards 
and wide blended band on cream falls. Lacy. $20.00
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GOLLy GEE WHIz (Burseen 03) Light lavender standards. 
Bright red rust marbled falls with golden edge. COLOR! $7.00

GOOD LIFE (Black 10) See Introductions. $50.00

GOTHIC LORD (Blyth 06) F  White standards. Lavender fall 
with big diffuse blended spot. Unique pattern. NICE! $15.00

GOTHIC ROMANCE (Black 08) Pastel violet to mauve stan-
dards. Peach buff falls. Robust. Lots of bloom. $20.00

GRAND CLASSIC (Tasco 07) Ruffled rich black-cherry, 
lighter fall centers. Caramel beards. BIG flowers. $10.00

GRAPETIzER (T.Johnson 09) Dark purple black standards 
and plicata band on stark white falls. Very showy. $30.00

GRENADE (Cayeux 08) Bright yellow standards and sun-
burst on dark oxblood falls. Strong color. $22.00

GUATEMALA (T.Johnson 05) Slate white standards. Ecru 
to tan falls with brown veined hafts. Brown beards. $7.00

GUESS WHO I AM (Black 08) - small flowered TB - Lots of 
small peach pink flowers on tall well branched stalks. $18.00

GUILT FREE SAMPLE (Black 07) Nicely laced. Peach stan-
dards and hafts on white falls. Vigorous. Show stalks. $10.00

GyPSy LORD (keppel 06) White standards and striking 
large white sunbursts on blue violet falls. Red beards. $10.00

HALLOWEEN TRICk (Ghio 07) Mid orange standards. 
Maroon-black falls with tangerine beards. Colorful. $12.00

HAPPy HUGS (Black 07) White standards blushed yellow. 
Broad white falls have wide yellow bands and hafts.  $12.00

HARVEST MAIDEN (Schreiner 07) Copper cinnamon stan-
dards and hafts on old gold falls. Interesting colors. $10.00

HAVE A GOODUN (Burseen 06) Light almond standards. 
Dark tan falls with amber hafts. Dark bronze beards. $12.00

HE CAN DANCE (Blyth 03) F  Tan rose standards and edge 
on plum burgundy falls. Beautiful but slow growth. $25.00

HEAD GAMES (Lauer 09) White standards. White falls with 
violet lines inside yellow rims. $22.00

HEART OF GLASS (T.Johnson 07) Heavy ruffles and lace. 
Clear mid pink standards, hafts and wide, diffuse bands on white 
falls. Strong, healthy plants. Super stalks. $14.00

HELLO IT’S ME (Blyth 06) F  Apricot standards. Rose 
magenta falls. Super ruffled.  $25.00

HI THERE GORGEOUS (Jedlicka 08) White standards.  
Unusual, wide grape-purple sanded plicata band between white 
margin and sunburst. Totally wonderful and unique! $14.00

HIGH EMOTION (L.Painter 08) Peach standards and star-
burst on blackish-violet falls. Peachy orange beards. $18.00
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HIGH MASTER (Blyth 00) F  Light lemon standards flushed 
light rose. Rose-magenta falls with white & yellow luminata 
patch. Early and very colorful. Nice parent. $6.00

HIGH OCTANE (keppel 08) Red brown washed standards. 
Dark wine falls with sanded, veined bright yellow plicata sun-
burst. Showy contrast. Tall. $18.00

HOLIDAy SPIRIT (T.Johnson 09) Chestnut standards. White 
falls dotted and washed mahogany overall.  $30.00

HOO DOO (T.Johnson 09) Mid violet blue standards. Black 
purple falls with blazing dark orange beards. $30.00

HOPELESS ROMANTIC (Ghio 09) Light pink standards 
infused darker pink. Pale pink falls. Super ruffled. $22.00

HOUSE AFIRE (Ghio 03) Bright rusty red with slight violet 
blaze below orange beards. Tall and well-branched.  $6.00

HOUSE WARMING (T.Johnson 06) White standards. Soft 
lavender-blue falls. Stately show stalks. Strong growth.  $10.00

HySTERIA (Blyth 08) F  Pure white with lightning bolts of 
purple veins over falls. Tangerine beards. FABULOUS! $35.00

I FEEL LUCky (T.Johnson 06) Claret purple with showy 
navy beards. Nice stalks. Strong, healthy foliage. $10.00

I HOPE yOU DANCE (T.Johnson 09) Flesh pink standards 
blushed lavender. Pearl falls softly blended to pastel lavender. 
Heavy substance. Opaque porcelain finish. Gorgeous. $30.00

I LOVE A PARADE (Black 07) Icy blue standards. Brownish 
tan to lavender blend falls. Interesting parent. $12.00

ICE CAPADES (T.Johnson 08) Lovely, translucent azure blue 
standards and paler falls. Heavily laced. Nice stalks. $20.00

ICELANDIC SEA (L.Johnson 08) White standards infused 
violet. Blue violet falls with paler margins. $16.00

IDA’S DELIGHT (Aitken 07) Velvety red black. $14.00

I’M BACk (T.Johnson 07) R  Superbly formed strong 
rebloomer. Medium lilac standards. Velvety black-cherry falls 
with paler rims. Good rebloom parent. NICE! $15.00

IMAGERy (T.Johnson 06) Impeccable form. Mid lavender-
orchid. Drapery style pleated ruffles. Show branching. $9.00

IMPOSTOR (T.Johnson 06) Creamy apricot with fall heavily 
overlaid dark red-purple. Great color. $9.00

IN LOVE AGAIN (keppel 04) Pretty ruffled and laced pink 
including beards. Stronger growth than many pinks. $6.00

IN STyLE (T.Johnson 06) Heavily ruffled and laced warm 
white with pale yellow fall bands. Lovely form. $10.00

IN THE MORNING (Innerst 04) Laced rose pink with pink 
beards. Strong growth. An overlooked gem. NICE! $9.00
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INDIAN SUNSET (Lauer 07) Hazelnut flushed crimson stan-
dards. Hazelnut falls margined copper brown. Pretty. $14.00

INDIGO SEAS (Schreiner 08) Dark blue violet with striking 
white zonal patch around white beards. $18.00

INDULGENCE (Blyth 04) F  Butterscotch standards. Dark 
burgundy falls with pink-buff bands. $6.00

INFRARED (Ghio 02) Smooth  crimson red with gold beards. 
Well-branched. Still our favorite red. Great color. $6.00

INk PATTERNS (T.Johnson 07) Crisp white with dark blue 
plicata bands around all petals. Dark blue styles. Superb show 
stalks. Strong, clean growth. Top TB  H M 2009. $15.00

INSPIRED (Black 09) Dusky rose standards. Apricot falls with 
red orange beards. Smaller flowers. Abundant stalks. $30.00

INTO THE BLUE (Schreiner 07) Ruffled, early light blue with 
cream beards. $12.00

IRISADES (Cayeux 08) F  Palest lavender standards. White 
falls with wide amethyst border and yellow hafts. $28.00 

ISLAND PEARL (Aitken 08) Red purple standards and band 
on smooth, pearly violet blue falls. Tangerine beards. $20.00

IVORy GHOST (Richardson 08) Warm white blushed violet 
standards. Warm white falls with gold hafts. $18.00

JAMAICA ME CRAzy (Blyth 06) F  Tan standards. Plum 
purple falls banded light mauve. Ruffled and laced. $18.00

JAzz BAND (keppel 06) Rich apricot with blended wide 
solid wine-red band. Red beards. Unique! $10.00

JEALOUS HALO (Painter 05) Ruffled, clean white with stan-
dards banded bright yellow. Very pretty. $7.00

JEAN qUEEN (Burseen 05) Greenish tan standards. Light 
bluish gray green falls. Light violet flounces. Unique. $8.00

JERILEE (Nebeker 04) Crinkle laced white with rose orchid 
plicata wash standards and fall band. Unusual. $7.00

JUICy RUMOURS (Blyth 06) F  Pinkish champagne stan-
dards. Champagne falls veined overall red violet. $14.00 

JUS D’ORANGE (Cayeux 08) F  Bold and bright medium 
orange. Bright orange red beards. Color! $25.00

JUST A kISS AWAy (Baumunk 09) Luscious colors. Rich 
yellow gold blushed pink standards. White falls blended to 
yellow gold edges. Heavily laced. Breathtaking. $35.00

JUST CRAzy (Blyth 07) F  Honey cream with falls washed 
coffee cream and veined darker. Bronze beards. $30.00

JUST kISS ME (Black 07) Light peachy pink standards and 
blended bands around white falls. Tangerine beards. Makes a 
beautiful clump full of show stalks. Vigorous. $14.00
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kALIGAzAM (Grosvenor 02) F  Heavily ruffled and laced 
raspberry-pink. Unusual color. Strong growth & stalks. $8.00

kETCHIkAN (Davis 07) Pale blue standards with darker 
bases. White falls. Very round, sizeable flowers. $12.00

kID POWER (Burseen 08) Pearl white with purple amber 
hafts. Orange beards end in feathered purple horns. $25.00

kING OF LIGHT (Baumunk 07) Deep old gold with old 
gold beards. $12.00

kISS OF PASSION (Black ‘09) Chalk white with pale yellow 
hafts and bold red orange beards. Show stalks. $30.00

kISSED AT DAWN (T.Johnson 07) Heavily ruffled white 
with glowing yellow flush up standards and over fall hafts. Bright 
yellow beards. Very pretty colors. $12.00

kITTy kAy (keppel 02) Rich pink with ample lace and 
ruffles. Very pretty. $8.00

kONA WAVES (Annand 05) Warm yellow standards and 
narrow edge on blue-violet falls. Strongly flared. $7.00

LA SCALA (keppel 08) Violet orchid standards. Pale pink 
falls. Nice show stalks and plenty of buds. $18.00

LACED CREDENTIALS (T.Johnson 07) Ruffled and laced 
rich medium violet-blue. BIG fuzzy old gold beards.  $10.00

LATTE (Ghio 09) Burnished gold standards etched with fine 
chestnut veins. Black maroon falls.  $24.00

LECTURE (T.Johnson 07) Medium to pale violet-blue stan-
dards. Plush dark violet-blue falls. Intense dark orange beards. 
Superior garden and show iris. A garden favorite. $12.00

LEGACy OF LOVE (Nicodemus 07) Super laced, well-
formed silvery violet. Strong, well branched stalks. $9.00

LEGERDEMAIN (keppel 08) Pale blue standards. Light blue 
to tan violet blend falls. Nice branching and buds. $14.00

LEMON CLOUD (L.Painter 08) White standards. Bright, 
clear yellow falls with thin white rim. Great impact. $16.00

LET’S BE BRAzEN (Blyth 05) F  Dark rose-wine standards.
Darker burgundy falls. Fantastic showy color.  $7.00

LET’S ROMP (Blyth 06) F  Ecru cream standards. Lavender 
falls with dark purple blended patch. Awesome color! $16.00

LIBERAL BIAS (Ernst 05) White with falls sanded and lined 
dark black-wine. Narrow white bands around falls. Entrancing 
color and pattern. Not widely distributed. $8.00

LIBERTy CLASSIC (L.Painter 08) White with blue violet 
plicata bands, wider in standards, narrower in falls. $16.00

LIkE A RAINBOW (Lauer 09) Light peach standards. 
Fuchsia falls with yellow hafts. Purple line down fall. $22.00
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LIPSTICk kISS (Black 09) Strongly flared, heavily ruffled 
and laced pure white with red orange beards.  $30.00

LIVING EASy (T.Johnson 08) Rampantly vigorous. Icy white 
standards. Wide lilac falls tinted blue around orange beards. 
Forms massive clumps filled with show stalks. Quality! $20.00

LIVING ON THE EDGE (Lauer 09) Yellow bitone with large 
beetroot purple fall bands and thin yellow rim. $22.00

LOOkING BEAUTIFUL (Blyth 05) F  Apricot buff stan-
dards. Coffee cream falls with faint blue blaze. $8.00

LOOky LOO (Ernst 05) White with wine sprayed plicata 
pattern over lower 2/3rd of fall, banded pale yellow. $8.00

LOOPTy LOO (Black 08) Mid lilac violet with wide, feath-
ered light slate blue bands around standards. Very pretty. 
Interesting genes for pink and blue breeding. $20.00

LOST IN LOVE (T.Johnson 09) Elegance personified. Glis-
tening white blushed pink. Big, ruffled & heavily laced.  $30.00

LOVE AND DEVOTION (Black 09) See Intros. $50.00

LOVE ME TRUE (T. Johnson 08) Lovely ruffled clear mid 
pink with paler fall centers. Strong growth. $22.00

LOVELy SENORITA (Schreiner 02) Apricot orange stan-
dards. Burnt orange falls with root beer beards. $7.00

LOVE TO PARTy (Blyth 08) F  Honey tan standards. Pink 
rose to soft lavender blend falls. Tangerine beards. $40.00

LUSCIOUS LACE (Black 08) Coral pink standards shading 
to ivory cream edges. Ivory falls completely washed mid coral 
pink. Heavily ruffled and laced. Gorgeous! $22.00

LUXURy RUFFLES (Black 07) Lavishly ruffled. Light blue 
standards with darker medium violet-blue falls. Short. $10.00

LyNETTE BLUE (T.Johnson 09) Big, abundantly ruffled and 
laced mid blue with near white beards. Superb stalks. $30.00

MAGIC By GOSH (Blyth 07) F  Honey tan blend, standards 
flushed violet. Tangerine beards. Lots of ruffles. $22.00

MAGIC HAPPENS (Ghio 06) White with falls heavily lined 
and speckled smoky purple. Gold hafts. Wild. $9.00

MAGIC MASqUERADE (Black 08) Pale slate violet stan-
dards with wide tan bands. Velvety dark wine falls with white 
haft spray. White laced hooks around falls. Unique! $22.00

MAGICAL (Ghio 08) Peach pink standards. Creamy peach 
falls with peach hafts. Lots of lace.  $14.00

MAGICAL GLOW (Schreiner 03) Gargantuan flaming 
orange with red beards. Exceptionally vigorous orange. $7.00

MAGICAL MOMENT (Black 09) Light mauve pink standards. 
Milk glass white falls blend to pale lilac margins.  $30.00
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MAHOGANy MAGIC (T.Johnson 10) See Intros. $50.00

MAIN STREET (Lauer 09) Lilac standards infused plum. Black 
falls with white veining around red orange beards. $22.00

MAJESTIC RULER (Schreiner 07) Ruffled cerise-purple with 
fascinating violet-blue beards. Big flowers. $12.00

MAMBO ITALIANO (Black 09) Ruffled rose claret bitone. 
Brick hafts and auburn gold beards. Lovely show stalks. $30.00

MANDARIN MORNING (Blyth 02) F  Tan-pink standards. 
Rosy cocoa-pink falls with red beards. Exciting parent. $8.00

MANDARIN MUSIC (Blyth 07) F  Creamy lemon standards. 
Old rose to light burgundy blended falls. $20.00

MARCHING BAND (Ghio 06) Orange with orchid violet 
band. Interesting color and pattern. $9.00

MATERIAL GIRL (T.Johnson 05) Late blooming. Crinkle 
laced, light yellow standards and band on deeply texture veined 
snow white falls. Tall, elegant show stalks. FABULOUS! $9.00

MAy DEBUT (Black 08) - Small flowered TB - Mid yellow 
standards and paler margins on white falls. Tight clumps filled 
with lovely, refined show stalks. Exciting parent. $18.00

MEDICI PRINCE (Schreiner 07) Big and tall. Rich burgundy 
falls complement lighter ruby standards. Show stalks. $12.00

MEMORIES REMAIN (Black 09) See Intros.  $50.00

MERCHANT MARINE (keppel 07) Copiously ruffled 
medium blue; falls slightly darker. Creamy beards. $12.00

MERCURy RISING (keppel 07) Bright yellow standards and 
large, solid sunburst on oxblood falls. Color! $14.00

MIDNIGHT PASSION (keppel 08) Smoky mauve purple 
standards. Velvety red black falls. Orange beards. $18.00

MILAN (T.Johnson 07) Pink blended to butter standards. 
Cream falls with peach hafts and bands. Show stalks.  $12.00

MING LORD (Blyth 05) F  Lilac-violet standards. Velvety, 
dark red-purple falls. Tall, well-branched stalks. $10.00

MIST ARISING (L.Blyth 07) F  Ecru cream standards. Lav-
ender falls. Orange beards with violet horns. $14.00

MONEy IN yOUR POCkET (Black 07) Blue standards 
and darker falls with paler margins around both. White rays 
around beards. Outstanding clumps full of show stalks. $12.00

MONSOON MOON (keppel 08) Olive yellow with stan-
dards flushed charcoal purple. Nice greenish look. $18.00

MONTMARTRE (keppel 08) Rose purple standards trimmed 
tan. Darker red purple on white luminata. $20.00

MOONLIGHT ROMANCE (D.Spoon 08) Ruffled and 
laced peach pink with darker hafts. Pretty color. $18.00
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MORNING SUNRISE (T.Johnson 05) White with bright 
yellow rims, hafts and beards. Tall, show branched stalks. Winner 
of 2008 Premio Firenze International Competition. $8.00

MULBERRy SWIRL (T.Johnson 09) Overall plum plicata on 
butter standards & narrower band on ivory falls. $30.00

MURDER MySTERy (Black 09) See Introductions. $50.00

MUSIC LESSON (T.Johnson 07) Crystalline rims encircle 
white standards. Lavender-blue falls have white patches around 
big orange beards. Strong grower. $12.00

My BELOVED (Ghio 09) Prolifically ruffled, pure chaste 
white including beards. Beautiful. $24.00

My OH My (Schreiner 07) Apricot to peach standards, 
bands and hafts on white falls. Strong growth. $11.00

NAUGHTy NIGHTS (keppel 06) Rosy purple standards. 
Velvety burgundy falls. Zingy yellow beards. Rich color. $12.00

NECTAR OF THE GODS (Black 07) Standards are blended 
amber-apricot to butterscotch. Gold falls have amber hafts. Lots 
of smaller flowers on tall, well-branched stalks. $12.00

NEGLECTED zEBRA (kasperek 07) Light violet standards 
and darker falls. Variegated foliage. $12.00

NEVER BEEN kISSED (Blyth 07) F  Opaque blue to lav-
ender standards & near white falls. Lavender beards. $25.00

NEW AGE DAWNING (Richardson 06) Cream standards. 
Lighter falls washed and banded pale blue. $9.00

NEW FACE (Black 08) Closest approach yet to blue standards 
and pink falls. Created a lot of excitement in the garden. Superb 
parent for yellow or pink falls and blue standards. $20.00

NOBLE POET (Blyth 06) F  Tan yellow standards. Rose violet 
blended fall with amber hafts and band. Fun color. $14.00

NOBLE SPIRIT (Aitken 07) Tall royal purple. $12.00

NOCTAMBULE (Cayeux 06) F  White standards and spray 
around yelow beards on inky blue black falls. Showy. $14.00

NOUVEAU RICHE (keppel 08) Rich caramel standards and 
yellow gold falls. Excellent color impact. $15.00

OASIS PATCHES (Chadwick 02) Pink with dark violet 
splashes of broken color. Orange beards. Very nice. $7.00

ODE TO PEACE (T.Johnson 10) See Introductions. $50.00

OH SO yUMMy (Black 07) Peach pink standards. Lighter 
apricot falls with darker hafts. Vivid orange beards. $10.00

OkLAHOMA CENTENNIAL (Black 07) Large, mid to dark 
lilac-purple flowers. Show stalks have 10-12 buds. $12.00

ON THE MOVE (Schreiner 06) Stark white with wide violet-
blue plicata bands around standards and falls. $10.00
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ON THE TOWN (S.Markham 07) Soft yellow standards and 
paler tan edge on plum purple falls. Gold beards. $12.00

ONE OF A kIND (Black 10) See Introductions. $60.00

OPENING NUMBER (Black 10) See Introductions. $55.00

ORANGE kING (Schreiner 08) Bold, heavily saturated 
orange with vivid tangerine beards. Excellent color. $18.00

OREO (keppel 04) Black-purple standards and plicata bands 
on snow white falls. Great color contrast. Popular. $6.00

ORIGINAL CAST (T.Johnson 07) Pastel apricot butter stan-
dards and paler falls. Very attractive. Superb stalks. $12.00

OUT OF THE DARk (Black 07) Dark beetroot standards 
and wide plicata band on apricot-buff falls. Later blooming 
plicata with strong show stalks and husky growth.  $14.00

OXFORD COUNTESS (Blyth 07) F  Pale peach standards 
and wide band on red purple falls. Lots of ruffles. $22.00

PACIFIC DEPTHS (Ernst 07) Heavily ruffled medium blue. 
Blue beards. $11.00

PACIFIC FIRE (T.Johnson 07) Rich violet-blue with orange-
red beards. Imposing clumps full of show stalks. $12.00

PADDED SHOULDERS (Black 05) White standards with 
peach centers. White falls with wide apricot-peach hafts and 
orange beards. Superb show stalks. Very popular. $8.00

PAINTED FLUTES (Blyth 07) F  Iridescent violet with darker, 
irregular red violet overlay on falls.  $24.00

PAINTER’S TOUCH (T.Johnson 09) White with yellow hafts 
and dark violet wash and lines over falls. Very cool. $30.00

PALACE SyMPHONy (Blyth 06) F  Rich magenta burgundy 
blend with bluish fall blaze. FABULOUS! $15.00

PALE FIRE (Baumunk 09) Pink standards. Creamy butter 
falls with peach hafts and vivid tangerine beards. $26.00

PARISIAN DAWN (keppel 06) Creamy apricot with rose 
mauve shaded fall margins. Unusual and alluring color. $12.00

PASSIONATE EMBRACE (Black 10) See Intros. $50.00

PATRIOTIC HEART (Maryott 01) White with violet plic rims. 
Lovely contrasting purple styles. Unique and pretty. $8.00

PAUL BLACk (T.Johnson 03) Rich mid to dark purple-blue. 
Orange beards. SHOW STALKS! Strong growth. Lovely perfume. 
Excellent parent. Winner of many top awards.  $7.00

PEARLS AND GOLD (O.Brown 84) Warm white with 
heavily laced gold edges. Burnt orange beards. LOVELY! $8.00

PEAU DE PECHE (Cayeux 08) F  Golden apricot with small 
white patch around subtle yellow tangerine beards. $25.00
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PEEkABOO zEBU (kasperek 05) Smoky red-purple 
streaked with silver white. $7.00

PENGUIN PARTy (T.Johnson 10) See Intros. $50.00

PEP RALLy (Ghio 08) Cranberry wine with showy white 
sanded plicata veins on falls. Very popular. $16.00

PERFORMING ARTS (keppel 06) Laced pinkish orchid with 
paler centers. Melon beards. Feminine and lovely $10.00

PERRyMOUNT (Richardson 07) Dark violet purple. Large 
flowers with overlapping hafts. Clean, vigorous plants. $10.00

PETAL PUSHERS (J.Painter 07) Pink standards. Orchid falls 
with darker margins. Big orchid flounces. Very lacy. $12.00

PHANTOM SHIP (Baumunk 07) Light blue standards. Dark 
blue purple falls. Great contrast. $12.00

PHOEBE’S FROLIC (Ernst 06) Cream standards. White falls 
sanded cherry-berry and banded bright gold. $8.00

PHOTOGENIC (Ghio 06) Standards rosy pink flushed violet. 
Lavender-orchid falls. Heavily ruffled. Gorgeous! $10.00

PIANOFORTE (Ghio 08) Rosy maroon standards. Velvety 
black maroon falls. Big and blocky and nice lace. $18.00

PICTURE BOOk (Ghio 07) Heavily ruffled mid-light pink 
with fall centers paler around coral-tangerine beards.  $11.00

PINk INVASION (T.Johnson 10) See Intros. BONUS

PINk PINCURLS (Hager 03) Ruffled and laced intense 
medium pink with fat tangerine beards. Strong growth. $7.00

PINk PRESENCE (L.Markham 08) Ruffled light pink stan-
dards and creamy to light pink blend falls. Nice stalks. $18.00

PIRATE AHOy (Blyth 05) F  Bright yellow standards and sun-
burst on red-black falls. Vigorous growth. Nice stalks. $12.00

PLACE yOUR BETS (Schreiner 07) Warm white and grape 
purple plicata. Classic form. Superb show stalks. $12.00

PLANEUR (Cayeux 07) F  White standards and dark blue 
purple falls. Nice color. $14.00

PLATINUM CLASS (Blyth 06) F  Pastel lavender to pearl 
tan standards. Lavender falls. Lovely suede finish. $19.00

POETIC WALk (Blyth 06) F  Iridescent lilac with plum hafts 
and purple dart on falls. Wonderfully unique! $15.00

POLkA (T.Johnson 09) Big, ruffled, laced and beautiful. 
Palest violet standards. Mid orchid falls with paler bluish blush 
around vibrant red orange beards. Show stalks.  $30.00

POLyNESIAN qUEEN (T.Johnson 10) See Intros. $50.00

POODLE PARADE (Black 10) See Introductions. $50.00
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POP IDOL (Ghio 08) Pale pink standards and darker pink 
sunburst on red purple falls with paler band. Unique! $20.00

POPSTAR (Blyth 05) F  Spectacularly unique color! Vibrant 
garnet rose, heavy on the rose. Tall & well branched. $12.00

POWER POINT (T.Johnson 05) Pale lavender-pink bitone. 
Tangerine beards end in perky violet horns. Tall show stalks. 
‘Most Commercial’ variety at 2008 Premio Firenze. $7.00

PRAGUE (T.Johnson 05) Rich colors. Apricot peach stan-
dards. Velvety burgundy-black falls. Showy clumps. $7.00

PRETTy SWISH (Blyth 07) F  Apricot peach with elongated 
rose hafts. Bright coral red beards. $22.00

PRIVATE EyE (T.Johnson 10) See Introductions. $55.00

PSyCHIC (T.Johnson 08) Big, billowy white with steely blue 
violet fancy plicata wash. Super show stalks. $18.00

PSyCHIC READER (Ghio 08) Wine standards and plicata 
band on white to cream falls. Nice color. $16.00

PUFF THE MAGIC (Blyth 06) F  Apricot cream standards. 
Smoky dark purple falls. Pleated ruffles. $18.00 

PURPLE RITz (L.Painter 03) Heavily ruffled, rich, metallic 
blue-purple. Super form. Vigorous. Show stalks. Popular. $7.00 

PURPLE SERENADE (Schreiner 05) ENORMOUS, ruffled 
mulberry claret. Great color impact. Strong stalks. $8.00

PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS (T.Johnson 07) Icy white 
standards. White falls have wide dark lavender-blue blended 
bands. Tangerine beards. One of the best of this type. Winner 
of Franklin Cook Cup at 2009 AIS convention. $12.00

PyROCLAST (Ernst 08) Mahogany standards. Red black falls 
with big yellow to white veined sunburst. Fun pattern. $16.00

qUEEN ANNE’S LACE (Maryott 98) BIG! Ruffled white 
flowers. Bright orange beards. Strong growth. $6.00

qUEEN ELEANOR OF AqUITANE (Baumunk 07) 
White and purple fancy luminata plicata. $12.00

qUEEN EMPRESS (Filardi 07) White with falls sanded and 
dotted wine on lower half. $12.00

qUEEN OF ANGELS (Schreiner 95) HEAVILY laced white 
tinted lavender. $6.00

RAGING TIDE (keppel 07) Mid violet-blue shading lighter 
toward standard and fall edges. Strong growth. $12.00

RAINBOW HIGH (keppel 09) Yellow blend standards and 
hafts on white to fuchsia to plum falls. Big marigold beards. 
Colorful! An improved Starship Enterprise. $35.00

RANGER MOSBy (D.Spoon 07) Lavender tan blend stan-
dards. Violet falls. Lavender horns. $10.00
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RARE FIND (Ghio 03) Cream standards. Coral orange falls 
with very faint lines and speckles. Bright and pretty. $7.00

RARER THAN RUBIES (Blyth 07) F  Burgundy rose stan-
dards. Velvety burgundy plum falls. Rich color. $15.00

RAVEN GIRL (Schreiner 08) Big, ruffled jet black with satiny 
sheen. Black purple beards. Strong show stalks. $18.00

RECkLESS IN DENIM (Blyth 06) F  Palest lavender with 
falls washed darker and veined dark violet. Unusual. $15.00

RECURRING DELIGHT (Lauer 98) R  Straw yellow stan-
dards. Lavender falls. Strong rebloom. Quality. $6.00

RED HANDED (Ghio 08) Mahogany red standards, hafts 
and bands on rosy mulberry falls. Show stalks. $16.00

RED SkIES (Ghio 07) Claret wine standards. Red mahogany 
falls with blue blaze. Strong growth and stalks.  $10.00

RESTLESS HEART (keppel 06) White with wide violet-blue 
washed fall band. Red orange beards. Clean & pretty. $9.00

REUSSITE (Cayeux 06) F  Bright white with wide mid blue 
blended band. Red beards. Clean and pretty. $15.00

RISky BUSINESS (T.Johnson 10) See Intros. $60.00

RITE OF PASSAGE (Ghio 07) Extremely ruffled pearl pink. 
Falls have a bluish haze. Gorgeous in every way. $12.00

RIVER ROMANCE (L.Painter 06) Mid violet blue. $8.00

ROAD TO GLORy (J.Painter 08) Bright yellow standards 
and big sunburst on crimson garnet falls. $18.00

ROARING TWENTIES (keppel 09) Beige standards. Red 
purple falls, wide light violet band. Elaborately ruffled. $30.00

ROCk AND ROLL GIRL (Lauer 09) Orient pink standards 
and lighter falls with darker hafts. Horns. $16.00

RODEO GIRL (Schreiner 05) Wine standards and wide 
plicata band on yellow falls. Strong growth. Showy. $8.00

ROGUE TRADER (Blyth 07) F  Light lemon standards and 
band on showy garnet red falls. Demands attention. $30.00

ROMANTIC GENTLEMAN (Blyth 02) F  Mid burgundy-
rose standards and bands on deep rose-burgundy falls.  $7.00

ROMANTIC LyRIC (Ghio 06) Ruffled and lightly laced 
clear medium pink including beards. Nice branching. $7.00

ROMANTIC MELODy (Black 08) Mid mauve pink stan-
dards. Light pearl pink falls. Superb branching & buds. $18.00

ROPER’S REVENGE (Burseen 08) Ruffled cream peach 
blend with apricot hafts. Peach flounces. $22.00

ROUND OF APPLAUSE (Ghio 09) Big, billowy, heavily 
ruffled white with blue bands and tangerine beards. $28.00
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ROyAL EXPRESS (Lauer 08) Violet purple, paler in center. 
Copper brown shoulders. Red beards. $12.00

ROyAL MAJESTy (keppel 07) Imposingly large dark wine-
purple. Blackish sheen over hafts. Super color. $11.00

ROyAL SNOWCAP (Schreiner 07) White standards and 
styles. Velvety plum-purple falls. Nice color contrast. $11.00

ROyAL STERLING (keppel 05) Heavily ruffled sterling lav-
ender with paler falls. Perfect ruffled form.  $7.00

RUBy HAzE (Blyth 06) F  Rose mauve with darker reddish 
rose sanding over hafts. Nicely branched. Very pretty. $15.00

RUSTLE OF SPRING (Grosvenor 99) F  Bright coppery 
tan-rose. Tangerine beards. Very unique color.   $7.00

SALADANCER (Blyth 05) F  Smoky salmon standards. 
Peachy apricot falls. Lovely color. Well-branched. $10.00

SANTORINI (Schreiner 08) Pristine white standards. Mid 
Mediterranean blue falls. Big flowers, strong stalks. $18.00

SASSy TART (Ernst 07) White standards. Dark brick red  
falls with white spray hafts. Colorful, showy clumps. $10.00

SATURN (T.Johnson 05) Dark beetroot standards. Smooth 
black-cherry falls. Commanding color in the garden.  $8.00

SCATTERBRAIN (T.Johnson 08) White standards. Dark 
ruby falls heavily veined white on upper half. Soft yellow beards. 
Lovely show stalks. Showy! $20.00

SCENTED WONDER (T.Johnson 07) Pale slate blue stan-
dards. Darker slate lavender falls. Smaller flowers on super show 
stalks. Very pleasing perfume.  $10.00

SCOTTISH LASS (T.Johnson 10) See Intros. $50.00

SEA POWER (keppel 99) Super formed and ruffled medium 
blue bitone with pale edges. SUPERB! Very popular. $6.00

SECRET AFFAIR (T.Johnson 10) See Intros. $50.00

SECRET AGENDA (Blyth 04) F  Warm white standards. 
Dusky, mustard falls. Child of 2 blue parents.  $12.00

SECRET PARTNER (keppel 09) Creamy greenish yellow 
blend with slate violet standard bases.  $28.00

SECRET RECIPE (Ghio 07) Mulberry standards. Black-mul-
berry falls with white luminata patch. Ruffled. $12.00

SECRETARy (T.Johnson 06) Mulberry standards and narrow 
plic band around falls. Vigorous. Show stalks. Pretty. $8.00

SENIOR MOMENT (Richardson 06) Soft lavender stan-
dards. Orchid lavender falls. Pretty ruffled form. $8.00

SHARP DRESSED MAN (T.Johnson 10) See Intros. $50.00

SIDE EFFECTS (T.Johnson 10) See Introductions. $50.00
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SILk AND HONEy (Blyth 06) F  Cream standards shot 
lemon. Cream falls with super ruffled lemon bands. $12.00

SILk ROAD (keppel 08) Cream standards. Deep lavender 
falls, paler toward edges. Lovely flower. Show stalks. $20.00

SIMPLy SENSATIONAL (T.Johnson 07) Breathtakingly 
beautiful. Precise, controlled ruffles. Wide, white falls transition 
gently to icy lavender white standards. Elegant. $12.00

SING A SONG (Schreiner 08) Carmine red standards and 
narrow plicata band on white falls. Superb stalks. $18.00

SING TO ME (T.Johnson 10) See Introductions. $50.00

SIROCCO MIST (Blyth 05) F  Light pink-mauve with large 
deeper rose-lavender blended fall spots. Pretty. $10.00

SkIRT ALERT (T.Johnson 10) See Introductions. $50.00

Sky AND SUN (Spoon 99) Ruffled sky blue with yellow 
beards. Commanding presence. Super strong growth. $6.00

Sky kING RETURNS (Lauer 03) R  Yellow standards. 
Violet falls with ochre-yellow rims. Reliable rebloom. $8.00

SkyLAND RANCH (Richardson 06) Blue white standards. 
Mid blue falls with paler margins. $8.00

SLOVAk SAPPHIRE (Mego 06) F  Ruffled, smooth black 
purple. Dark purple beards. $8.00

SMOkE AND THUNDER (Blyth 06) F  Honey-buff stan-
dards. Smoky grape falls blend to buff margins. $12.00

SNAPSHOT (T.Johnson 08) Bright yellow standards and 
sunburst on dark mahogany red falls. Very showy. $18.00

SNOW LION (M.Smith 08) Creamy white glaciata with bold 
rims and light coral hafts. Orange beards. $22.00

SOCIALIST (T.Johnson 05) Medium lilac standards. Irides-
cent red-purple falls with black-purple texture veins. $8.00

SOIREE GIRL (Blyth 06) F  Mid lavender-blue standards. 
White falls tinted lavender, slightly darker margins. $10.00

SOME LIkE IT HOT (Black 07) Awesome sizzling color! 
Dark apricot standards. Velvety black-cherry falls have narrow 
iridescent bands. Burnt orange beards. Spectacular! $12.00

SORBONNE (keppel 09) Charcoal plum standards and 
sanded, veined plicata bands on creamy lemon falls. $30.00

SORDID LIVES (T.Johnson 09) White standards rimmed 
gold. Falls marbled and washed rose magenta. FUN! $30.00

SORTILEGE (Cayeux 07) F  White standards and sunburst 
veining on pansy purple falls. Very showy. $15.00 

SPICE LORD (Blyth 02) F  Red-brown standards and wide 
plicata bands on white falls. Very eye-catching. $6.00
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SPICED LEMON (T.Johnson 06) Gold standards. Yellow 
falls with ginger sanded plicata bands. Robust. Stalks! $8.00

SPIRIT IN THE Sky (T.Johnson 07) Sky blue with wide, 
blocky falls that pale in centers around red beards. $12.00

SPRING MADNESS (T. Johnson 09) White standards 
blushed lime. Mid yellow falls banded white and intermittently 
lined red brown. Very pretty and spring fresh. $30.00

SPRING SOCIAL (Richardson 08) Peach standards infused 
violet. Light peach falls tinted violet. Pretty. $16.00

STAR APPEAL (Ghio 09) Rich, luscious blue pink.  $24.00

STARRING (Ghio 00) Violet white standards. Purple-black 
falls. Brick red beards. Startling contrast. Very popular. $7.00

STARRING ENCORE (D.Spoon 08) R  Rosy violet stan-
dards. Plum purple falls with white haft spray. $18.00

STARS TURN OUT (Blyth 07) F  Icy blue standards. Dark 
violet falls rimmed white. Big and broad. $22.00

STAyING ALIVE (Lauer 08) Rose pink standards. White falls 
with lilac purple plicata rim and lines over hafts. $16.00

STEEPLES (T.Johnson 07) Lovely white tinted palest laven-
der. Coral beards end in hairy lavender horns. Stalks! $12.00

STILE LIBERO (Bianco 07) F  Lavender standards. Terracotta 
falls with heavy white venations over hafts. Neat color. $16.00

STILETTOS (T.Johnson 09) Blue pink standards. Pale buff 
pink falls. Orange beards end in long violet horns. $30.00

STIR IT UP (T. Johnson 10) See Introductions. $60.00

STOLEN SWEETS (Black 09) White with bright yellow hafts 
and lacy edges. Neon orange beards. Nice fragrance. $30.00

STOP FLIRTING (Blyth 02) F  Ruffled buff-lavender with 
bluish fall flash. Very classy. Great parent. Popular. $7.00

STOP THE TRAFFIC (Blyth 07) F  Intense gold standards 
and narrow band on mahogany red falls. Sweet scent. $22.00

STRIkE A POSE (T.Johnson 05) Butter gold standards and 
showy sunburst on rich mahogany falls. Late bloom. $8.00

STRUCk TWICE (Lauer 09) R  White standards blushed pink. 
Pink falls with lighter hafts. Red beards. Sweet scent. $22.00

STRUT (T.Johnson 09) Mid orchid standards and rim on black 
falls having a metallic sheen. Dark root beer beards. $30.00

STRUT yOUR STUFF (Black 07) Dutch chocolate standards 
and wide bands on mid lavender violet falls. Show stalks. Great 
breeding potential for pink and blue combinations. $12.00

STyLIzED (T.Johnson 09) Exuberantly ruffled white with fall 
centers washed mid lavender. Dark orange beards. $30.00
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SUGAR BOMB (Blyth 07) F  Ruffled cream to creamy white 
with subdued ivory band on falls. Pale lemon beards. $30.00

SUGAR COATED (Schreiner 06) Classy white with just a 
whisper of pink coating. Tall show stalks. $9.00

SUN POWER (T.Johnson 04) Beautifully formed, precisely 
ruffled, bright yellow gold. Splendid show stalks.  $7.00

SUNBLAzE (keppel 04) Brilliant dark gold with chrome-
yellow beards. Superb show stalks. $7.00

SUNSET SILHOUETTE (Black 07) Bright yellow standards 
and hafts on lavender to rosy mauve falls.  $12.00

SUPER MODEL (T.Johnson 07) Very late bloom. Heavily, 
crinkle laced mid lilac. Excellent increase. Show stalks. $15.00

SURFER’S DREAM (Richardson 09) Big and ruffled. Light 
blue standards flushed blue. Ice blue white falls. $26.00

SWEET GEISHA (Blyth 04) F  Light lavender standards. Pale 
lavender falls with darker, dramatic eyelash pattern around 
white tipped red beards. Essence of distinctiveness. $10.00

TANGO AMIGO (Blyth 07) F  White standards. Ecru tan 
falls, rosy brown veins. Interesting color and pattern. $32.00 

TASTE THE MAGIC (Blyth 06) F  Oyster white standards 
and narrow band on black-cherry falls. Colorful. $10.00

TEENyBOPPER (keppel 09) Rosy orchid to pink blend stan-
dards and rim on dark red orchid falls. Cute. $30.00

TEMPESTO (Blyth 07) F  Buff standards heavily infused dark 
violet. Buff peach falls with startling orange beards. $25.00

TEMPLE SPIRIT (Blyth 07) F  Lemon standards and edge on 
rosy auburn blend falls and rose brown hafts. Colorful. $22.00

TEMPORAL ANOMALy (Tasco 07) Butterscotch stan-
dards. White falls heavily dotted and stippled wine. $11.00

TERRACOTTA BAy (Blyth 05) F  Rich reddish terracotta 
with bluish fall blaze. It’s all about color. Show stalks. $9.00

THAT’S HOT (Lauer 08) Pink bitone with red purple shoul-
ders. Red orange beards. $15.00

THROUGH THE CLOUDS (Ghio 08) Strongly flared, 
ruffled and laced, satiny milk glass blue. Big flowers. $18.00

THUNDERING OVATION (Black 07) Snow white with 
upper half of falls veined and sanded rosy violet to plum. Lower 
half of falls sanded and washed plum. Unique! $12.00

TOUR DE FRANCE (keppel 04) White standards. Velvety 
gold falls. Excellent growth and stalks. Nice color. $7.00

TOWN FLIRT (T.Johnson 10) See Introductions. $50.00

TRIAL By FIRE (Ghio 06) Heavily laced and ruffled dark 
red-wine with lacquer finish. Nice color. $9.00
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TROPICAL PASSION (T.Johnson 05) Warm white. Apricot 
hafts blend to pink. Fiery tangerine beards. Gorgeous color. 
Excellent growth and show stalks. $10.00

TRULy WICkED (Blyth 07) F  Peach buff standards and rim 
on rosy magenta falls with darker texture veining. $22.00

TULLyHERRON (Richardson 07) Deep blue violet stan-
dards. Near white falls. Big, blocky flowers. Robust. $10.00

UNCHAIN My HEART (Schreiner 07) Nicely ruffled mid 
peachy pink with peach beards. Strong growth. $11.00

UNDERCURRENT (keppel 04) Light peach standards. 
Expansive plum-violet falls with peach sunburst. Red beards. 
Very pretty. Proving to be an excellent parent. $8.00

UP IN FLAMES (T.Johnson 10) See Intros. $50.00

UPPER HAND (Ghio 04) Old gold infused magenta stan-
dards. Violet-blue falls with mahogany hafts & bands. $8.00

VALENTINE ROMANCE (Moores 08) Creamy pink stan-
dards. Mauve orchid falls with beige rims. $18.00

VALENTINO (J.Painter 08) Garnet bitone with standards 
flushed yellow. Wide falls. $16.00

VENETIAN GLASS (keppel 03) Palest pink with pale blue 
undertones. Nicely branched. Very classy. $6.00

VENITA FAyE (keppel 08) Pale pink standards. Broad light 
lilac falls. Very pretty pastel. Nice branching. $20.00

VERSAILLES (keppel 07) Blue white standards. Mid blue falls 
with silvery white patches beside tangerine beards. $11.00

VIENNA WALTz (keppel 00) Heavily ruffled & lightly laced 
milky orchid. Beautiful classic form. Great substance. $6.00

VIkING DANCER (Blyth 06) F  Beige pink standards. Dark 
magenta violet falls with darker veins. Heavily ruffled. $12.00

WADE RILEy (Richardson 07) Cream standards. White falls 
banded clear mid blue. Big flowers. Very pretty. $12.00

WEDDING BELLE (keppel 08) Pastel peaches and cream 
blend with lots of ruffles. Nice stalks. $16.00

WEDDING NIGHT (Ghio 09) Purple black standards. White 
falls plicata washed and banded purple black. $24.00

WHAT A MIXTURE (Grosvenor 99) F  Six blue falls 
splashed white. A wonderful, very consistent flat / streaker. 
FANTASTIC! $8.00

WHISPERING SPIRITS (Ernst 01) White standards with 
gold rims. White falls with wide gold bands and burgundy 
sanding inside bands. Gold beards. Very pretty. $6.00

WHITE HOT (Tasco 08) Pristine white with big red orange 
beards. Superbly branched show stalks. $18.00
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WICkED WOMAN (Blyth 06) F  Lavender standards and 
wide band on blue violet falls. Burnt tangerine beards. $22.00

WILD ANGEL (T.Johnson 06) White with gold fall bands 
and hafts. Area around bright yellow beards is veined violet 
becoming mottled, then solid violet toward edges. Popular! Fan-
tastic parent. Show stalks. Unique. $14.00

WILD SUGAR (Blyth 05) F  Icy white standards. Cream falls 
with hafts blended yellow. Quiet elegance. Show stalks. $9.00

WINSOME DANCER (Blyth 05) F  Pastel lavender falls and 
blush up white standards. Wide and ruffled. $14.00

WINTER BREEzE (T.Johnson 10) See Intros. $50.00

WIzARD OF ODDS (Black 09) Crazy, random application 
of ruby splashes, streaks, and sanding on bright gold. No two 
flowers alike. Some petals half solid and half streaked. $32.00

WONDERFUL NEWS (Ghio 07) Very smooth wine-claret 
with interesting metallic sheen. Old gold beards.  $12.00

WONDERS NEVER CEASE (Black 07) Cream standards 
rimmed gold. Light yellow fall overlaid brick red veins and wash. 
Cream pie-crust ruffled band. Unique! Very popular. $14.00

zEkIE (D.Spoon 07) Light pink randomly streaked darker 
raspberry. Pink beards.  $15.00

 

FEISTy FELINE (Black ‘10) small flowered TB Early-
Midseason 36” (91 cm) Maybe this Feisty Feline has had a 
little too much catnip. Feisty Feline is similar to the very popular 
border bearded, Fleece as White, except that it is much taller 
and has vivid marigold yellow beards. Tightly formed white 
flowers open with a blue tint that quickly fades away. Vigor-
ous, healthy clumps are filled with multitudes of stalks having 3 
branches plus 2 spurs and 9 to 10 buds. Excellent parent for BBs, 
IBs and MTBs. The white color belies the diverse genetic heritage. 
Sdlg. O244A: May Debut sib X Goldkist $50.00
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ALWAyS LOVELy (Black ‘10) BB Midsea-
son-Late 26” (66cm) Soft pink standards blend 
paler to edges. Chalky white falls have peach 
veins alongside shrimp pink beards. Perfectly 
proportioned. Spectacular clumps are filled with 
show stalks having 3 branches and 8-10 buds. 
Sdlg. O210C: Bundle of Love X (Cool Confi-
dence x Cameo Appearance) $35.00

ASSORTED FLAVORS (T.Johnson ‘10) 
SDB Midseason 10” (25cm) Standards are 
brassy tan with charcoal violet blush up midribs. 
Mid violet falls blend to darker violet-blue 
centers and are narrowly banded old gold. 
Butter yellow to white hafts are veined brown. 
Muted tangerine beards add a bit more flavor. 
Sdlg. TZ332C: (Helmsman x Music) X (Leopard 
Print x Brash) $18.00

BALLERINA PINk (Black ‘10) BB Midsea-
son-Late 27” (69cm) She’s surrounded by pretty 
ruffles and lace and perfectly on point. What a 
breathtaking picture this ballerina makes! Pastel 
pink standards pale slightly toward edges. 
Styles are pale peach. Creamy pink falls are 
darker toward margins and over hafts. Flowers 
are perfectly poised and balanced with precise 
proportions expected of the finest border 
bearded iris. Show stalks have 3 branches and 
8-10 buds. Strong, healthy plants insure a long 
performance. Total quality. Sdlg. N181B: (La 
Valse x Funny Girl) X (Lotus Land x Keeping Up 
Appearances) $35.00

BEATNIk (Black ‘10) SDB Midseason-Late 
14” (36cm) Whoa - what a colorful psychedelic 
dream this Beatnik is having! You won’t have 
to look twice to see this clump. There is no way 
you can ignore it. Stark white standards have 
wide fuchsia purple plicata bands and mark-
ings. Horizontal white falls have intermittent 
fuchsia purple lines and wide accent patches 
along upper margins. Screaming orange-gold 
beards make sure you won’t forget the experi-
ence. Sdlg. N314XX: Bright Flash sib X Trust in 
Dreams $18.00

BOW TIE (Black ‘10) SDB Midseason-Late 
13” (33cm) Standards are slate violet. Hori-
zontal falls are more red violet with large red 
plum spots. Beards are half orange and half 
pale blue, very neat. Multitudes of stalks are 
well-distributed throughout the vigorous clumps, 
insuring a clean, well-kept look. As a parent it is 
giving really neat spot patterns. Sdlg. O310A: 
Zooboomafoo X Devoted  $18.00

COLOR BLIND (T.Johnson ‘10) SDB Late 
10” (25cm) It is so blazingly bright, it might make 
you go Color Blind. Vibrant apricot standard 
color is repeated in narrow bands around showy 
maroon falls. Rusty apricot hafts help highlight 
heavily saturated orange beards. You won’t 
overlook it. Interesting half plicata parentage 
should be fun to exploit for interesting colors 
and plicata patterns. Sdlg. TZ269A: Amusing X 
Yahtzee   $18.00

CREATE (Black ‘10) SDB Midseason-Late 13” 
(33cm) The evolution of pink ground SDB plicatas 
has been amazing. Creations hardly dreamed 
of ten years ago are now a reality. Create has 
slightly smoky mid grape standards showing 
pink plicata ground up midribs. Pink styles peer 
from between them. Buff pink falls have darker 
apricot buff hafts and wide lilac plicata bands 
with slightly grayed edges. Beards are plush 
coral orange. Superb parent. Sdlg. O330A: 
(Pink Frosting x Lost Art sib) X Muse  $18.00

CUTE AS A BUTTON (Black ‘10) MDB 
Midseason 7” (18cm). It is so cute and so distinc-
tive! It is uniformly liked by everyone who sees 
it. White standards have minimal violet plicata 
shadings and very prominent dark purple ribs. 
Delightfully showy styles are mid to dark metal-
lic fuchsia. Little round button falls are white 
faintly washed and lined lilac with darker hafts. 
Small, rouged lilac spots surround non-intrusive 
white brushed tan beards. Sdlg. O357A: Ghost 
Ship sib X (Bright Flash sib x Denali) $18.00

FANCIFUL WHIMSy (Black ‘10) IB Mid-
season 25” (63cm). It’s a very colorful whimsy 
with strong landscape impact. Mid rosy plum 
standards have wide tan-gold bands. White 
area around yellow beards is veined and 
washed dark plum becoming a wide washed 
band around fuchsia fall centers. Stalks have 2 
branches and 6-7 buds. Sdlg. N249XX: Cimar-
ron Trail X Stormy Circle $22.50
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FIDO (Black ‘10) SDB Midseason-Late 12” 
(30cm) Fido is just as cute as a honey tan Cocker 
Spaniel pup. Apricot styles glow from within 
butter standards that have extra wide rosewood 
plicata bands. Light yellow falls have narrow, 
feathery tan-brown plicata bands with paler 
area around orange beards lined dark brown 
to plum. Fido is well behaved and not the least 
bit obnoxious. Excellent parent. Sdlg. O334A: 
(Pink Frosting x Lost Art sib) X Chart $18.00

GRAPH (Black ‘10) SDB Midseason-Late 
14” (36cm) If you have a Chart, why not make 
a Graph out of it? Pale lime yellow standards 
lighten toward margins that are stitched slate 
blue. Lime styles have intriguing dark violet 
brushings above stigmatic lips. Greenish white 
falls have blue leaning toward turquoise plicata 
stitching around them and over hafts. Mid blue 
beards tie it all together. Makes a very clean 
and refreshing clump. Plic marks on next genera-
tion seedlings are even more turquoise. Sdlg. 
O339B: (Invisible x (Wild Hair x (Matter of Fact 
pollen parent sib))) X Chart $18.00

HERE WE GO (Black ‘10) IB Midseason-
Late 20” (51cm) Yes, Here We Go, but no one 
knows exactly where we’ll end up. By parent-
age, Here We Go is a traditional IB but it is 
still fully fertile both ways. It is proving to be a 
superb parent for IBs, BBs, and tet MTBs. Per-
fectly proportioned show stalks have 3 branches 
and 7-10 buds. It is a fabulous little show iris as 

it will often open 3 flowers at once, although the 
slightly grayed color won’t catch the judge’s eye 
like brighter colors. Grayish mauve standards 
and falls show bits of irregular rose flecks over 
them. Vivid orange beards are surrounded by 
sanded and mottled dark red-grape hafts that 
hint at the strong plicata heritage. Muted peach 
styles make a subtle accent. One of the most 
desirable traits is the foliage that is quite refined 
and stays low and below all the flowers. Sdlg. 
O251A: Bundle of Love X (((Tweety Bird x Hot 
Jazz) x Hot Jazz) x Amusing) $22.50

JITTERS (T.Johnson ‘10) SDB Midseason-
Late 12” (30cm) Had too much coffee? Got the 
Jitters? There’s no calming this one down! Mid 
apricot standards are lightly washed violet. Falls 
are the same but so heavily dotted, veined and 
marked dark maroon that they appear almost 
brown. Vivid orange beards don’t serve to quiet 
the Jitters. Very neat. Sdlg. TZ275A: (Brash x 
Mochaccino) X Amusing $18.00

LOVE SPELL (Black ‘10) SDB Midseason-
Very Late 14” (36cm) This ravishing beauty is 
bound to put a Love Spell on you and add a bit 
of magic to your hybridizing efforts. Buff mauve 
standards are washed mid fuchsia over centers. 
Mid fuchsia falls become lighter toward margins 
and then blend to buff peach bands. Peach hafts 
and rays accent plush tangerine beards. Vivid 
apricot styles add startling impact. Love Spell 
is one of the most significant parents from my 
lines. See two seedlings below. A MUST! Sdlg. 
O324A: (((Tweety Bird x Hot Jazz) x Hot Jazz) 
x Amusing) X (Brash x Pink Frosting) $18.00

NOSFERATU (Black ‘10) SDB Midseason-
Late 14” (36cm). Even though Nosferatu may 
have been a plagiarized version of Dracula, this 
version is no knock off. Its burning hues are quite 
unique. Indian red standards have a shimmering 
satin sheen as any vampire cloak should. Falls 
are the same but with a bit more yellow that sets 
them aflame. Nearblack spots draw you nearer 
to danger. Glowing orange gold beards seal 
your fate. It is a favorite among garden visitors. 
Some in this color range burn in the sun but not 
this one. Sdlg. O306A: (Eye of Newt x Marks-
man) X Gingerbread Trim $18.00

OPEN yOUR EyES (Black ‘10) SDB 
Midseason-Late 15” (38cm) Open your Eyes 
demands your attention with its clear, clean color 
contrast. A clump of it is breathtaking. Pristine 
white flowers have big, inky dark blue eyes that 
seem to stare at you. Fast growing and free 
flowering. Another MUST have. Sdlg. O255A: 
Ajax the Less X Big Blue Eyes $18.00

ORANGE SMASH (T.Johnson ‘10) SDB 
Midseason-Late 15” (38cm) Just when you 
thought those big orange beards couldn’t get 
any larger than they are on Yahtzee, along 
comes Orange Smash. Brassy mid gold falls 
are topped by bright yellow gold standards. 
Huge, plush, chenille beards are completely and 
totally saturated dark orange. WOW! What a 
fabulous clump it makes. Sdlg. TZ338A: Plain-
song X Yahtzee $18.00

Sdlg. # R285ASdlg. # R259B
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PAWN (Black ‘10) SDB Midseason 14” (36cm) 
Pawn may be little but it has a big impact as 
a garden subject. It also represents a push to 
create exciting bicolors like we have in TBs. 
Standards are mid slate blue. Iridescent mid 
red-purple falls have narrow slate lavender 
bands. Neon orange over white beards are a 
bright strategy. Makes a very tidy clump full of 
stalks. Sdlg. O310C: sib to Bow Tie $18.00

REVVED UP ROSE (Black ‘10) IB Mid-
season-Late 25” (63cm) The name says it all. 
Pulsating dark fuchisa rose standards are subtly 
veined dark indigo. Styles are brighter pinkish 
rose. Garnet hafts on strongly flared, slighty 
lighter and brighter fuchsia rose falls have some 
veining that hint at its plicata heritage. Healthy 
clumps are filled with stalks and have great car-
rying power. Sdlg. N259XX: (F240A - pollen 
parent of Subtle x Minidragon) X (Waiting for 
George x Cimarron Trail) $22.50

SCOUNDREL (T.Johnson ‘10) SDB Midsea-
son-Late 11” (28cm) What a character this poor 
mixed up Scoundrel is. Be careful, you never 
know how he’s going to be on any given day. 
Light olive standards are irregularly splashed 
dark violet. Yellow styles are about the only 
stable part of Scoundrel. Centers of light olive 
falls are slate violet irregularly marked plum. 
Big, plush dark gold beards are flanked by 
gold hafts. Sdlg. TZ320A: (Brash x Mochaccino) 
X (Marksman x Brash) $18.00

SHE BOP (T.Johnson ‘10) SDB Midseason 
13” (33cm) She Bop is a lively creation that 
dances with excitement. Red-violet wash and 
wide plicata bands almost completely overlay 
standards with just a bit of warm white ground 
showing in centers. Cream falls have variable 
degrees of darker red violet plicata bands and 
hafts, sometimes with more open cream ground 
and sometimes with minimal ground showing. 
Either way she’s sure to delight. Orange over 
white beards add pizzazz. Sdlg. TY151AA: 
(Stormy Circle x Rebus) X Dynamic $18.00

SRI LANkA (T.Johnson ‘10) AB (OGB-) 
Early-Midseason 22” (56cm) Sri Lanka has many 
excellent traits including strong growth and 
clumps loaded with stalks having 2 branches and 
up to 6 buds. White standards have prominent, 
strong gold midribs and edges that curl back 
slightly to reveal yellow styles. Slightly recurved 
light greenish yellow falls have diffuse mid gold 
spots encircling soft yellow to tangerine beards. 
Sdlg. TX149AA: Near Myth X Domingo $25.00

SWEET AND INNOCENT (T.Johnson ‘10) 
SDB Midseason-Late 14” (36cm) It is a perfect 
name for so beautiful an iris. The bright mid 
yellow color of standards and styles repeats 
in a narrow band around snow white falls. Soft 
yellow to white beards are in keeping with the 
softer quality of Sweet and Innocent. Sparkling 
clean clumps. Sdlg.TZ297A: (Rebus x Trouba-
dour’s Song) X (Tahoma sib x Brash) $18.00

TASMAN SEA (T.Johnson ‘10) SDB Mid-
season 14” (36cm) It is as beautiful, clear and 
blue as the sea it is named for. Tasman Sea is 
clear mid blue with darker texture veins and 
sightly darker spot on falls. Styles have very 
definite turquoise shadings as do the texture 
veins. Interesting beards are half orange and 
half frosted blue. Makes a very pretty clump. 
Sdlg. TZ272A: Fires of Fiji X (Wise x Seafire 
sib) $18.00

TIC TAC TOE (T.Johnson ‘10) tetraploid 
MTB Midseason-Late 24” (61cm) Pink standards, 
pearl-violet falls and orange beards, it’s Tic Tac 
Toe. Strongly flared falls shade darker toward 
margins. Beautifully proportioned MTB stalks 
have 2 branches and spur plus basal branch 
with a spur. Double and sometimes triple sockets 
produce 10-14 dainty flowers. Vigorous, healthy 
clumps are a lovely sight. Sdlg. TZ262A: Enriched 
X Snob Appeal $25.00

TWIRL (T.Johnson ‘10) SDB Early 12” (30cm) 
What might seem boring as a word description 
is in fact a very interesting and pretty interplay 
of subtle shadings. Buff pink styles peer from 
between ecru standards. Deep blue beards 
are set in an iridescent blended patch of pastel 
peach shading to butter with most of the fall 
soft, pale tan. Those zingy beards draw you 
in for a closer inspection of these more pastel 
flowers. Sdlg. TZ284A: (Stormy Circle x Investor) 
X Tickety Boo $18.00
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WARM AND FUzzy (T.Johnson ‘10) 
SDB Early 11” (28cm) It is like a coveted secu-
rity blanket, all Warm and Fuzzy. Standards 
are mid to light peach pink. Styles are mid 
peach-pink. Falls are warm brownish pink with 
tangerine to light blue beards set between light 
apricot pink hafts. Sdlg. TZ308A: (Stormy Circle 
x Investor) X Baby Booties $18.00

 

WIT (T.Johnson ‘10) SDB Early 11” (28cm) 
Lovely flowers have light baby pink standards 
and slightly lighter falls with muted white darts 
surrounding bold lavender blue beards. Wit 
makes a very pretty clump with those beards 
making it shine. Sdlg. TZ283C: (Stormy Circle x 
Investor) X Smitten $18.00

zAFTIG (Black ‘10) SDB Midseason 14” 
(36cm) This enticing little morsel is deliciously 
plump with everything in just the right place and 
with loads of personality. Standards are slate 
violet. Very round falls are grayed purple with 
wide slate violet bands. Orange beards give it 
that special touch.  Sdlg. O276A: (Brash x Fine 
Idea) X (White Accent x Navy Ruffles) $18.00

I have some extra space left so I’d like to show-
case some of the exciting new seedlings that 
have bloomed over the past couple years. There 
have been wonderful advancements in existing 
lines and too many doors opened for new paths 
to explore. It seems there is no end to the direc-
tions one can go.  All Paul Black seedlings.

One of the most productive crosses to bloom was 
a cross of Chart X kaching. Thirty four out of 
about 100 seedlings were numbered. Quality 
was exceptionally high. Notice stylearms.

Sdlg. # q80BBSdlg. # q80B

Sdlg. # q80ESdlg. # q80D

Sdlg. # q80FSdlg. # q80EE

Sdlg. # q80MSdlg. # q80k

Sdlg. # q80PSdlg. # q80O

Sdlg. # q80TSdlg. # q80R

Sdlg. # q80XSdlg. # q80W

Here is a sampling of seedlings from 3 crosses 
using Passionate Embrace as pollen parent. 
Some are IBs and BBs, and some small flowered 
TBs. All have lovely proportion and unusual col-
ors and patterns.

Sdlg. # R168HSdlg. # R168E

Sdlg. # R168kSdlg. # R168J

Sdlg. # R169BSdlg. # R168P

Sdlg. # R169GSdlg. # R169D

Sdlg. # R170HSdlg. # R170D

Sdlg. # R170MSdlg. # R170J

Sdlg. # R170OSdlg. # R170N
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Border 
Bearded

Smaller proportioned version 
of Tall Bearded with stalks 16” 
to 27½”. Nice for windy areas 
where TBs aren’t as stable.

BE My BABy (Black 04) Beau-
tifully ruffled creamy pink. Robust. 
Show stalks. Very popular. $5.00

BUNDLE OF LOVE (Black 
07) Peach-pink standards nar-
rowly banded gold. Falls are white 
blending to ivory around tangerine 
beards. Show stalks supreme! An 
exceptionally fine parent giving 
quality seedlings in all bearded 
classes. Top BB HM and Walther 
Cup 2009. A MUST HAVE! $9.00

COCONUT FROSTy (Aitken 
07) White with hafts flushed or-
ange. Marigold beards. $9.00

CROW’S FEET (Black 06) 
White with spider web of purple 
veins over falls. Orange beards. 
Strong show stalks. Winner of Ben 
Hager median award, 2008 AIS 
convention. $8.00

DARkTOP STRUTTER (Aitken 
06) Blue violet standards. Soft blue 
white falls. Red beards.  $7.00

EXUBERANCE (Nearpass 06) 
Ruffled raspberry pink with darker 
raspberry rose veins. $7.00

DESERVING ATTENTION 
(T.Varner 07) Medium blue with 
white beards. $9.00

DIVIDING LINE (Bunnell 05) 
Pale blue-violet standards and line 
down centers of light purple falls 
with darker spots. Very popular 
and rightly so. $5.00

DODGER (L.Miller 07) Gold 
standards. White falls veined plum 
& edged gold. $8.00

GARDEN IMP (Fisher 07) Red 
brown standards. Ruby red falls. 
White to yellow fall patch veined 
ruby. $9.00

JIGGITy-JIG (S.Markham 07) 
White standards and whiskers on 
red purple falls. Clumps filled with 
many stalks. $8.00

LIGHTER MOMENTS (Fisher 
05) Blue-lavender paling to near 
white with fine blue lines. $6.00

LOOk HERE (Fisher 06) Old 
gold standards. Smooth amethyst-
red falls with gold rims. $7.00

MAIDENHOOD (Craig 08) 
Dainty little white with tangerine  
beards. $11.00

MARJORIE  L (Fisher 07) 
Dainty chrome yellow with white 
hafts. Cute garden clump. $7.00

MySTIC CRySTAL (S. 
Markham 05) Petite pure white 
with pale yellow beards. Excep-
tionally nice. $6.00

ORANGE STARLET (Fisher 
08) Wonderfully proportioned 
creamy orange with bright orange 
beards. Very pretty.  $11.00

OzARk PRINCESS (Fisher 
08) Clean white with falls washed 
light yellow. Pretty. $11.00

FLEECE AS WHITE (Black 05) 
Stark white. Pale yellow beards. 
Super buds and branches. Excep-
tional garden performance. $6.00

HOODOO BLUES (S.Markham 
08) Ruffled pale blue with striking 
dark blue beards. $11.00

I’M DREAMING (Blyth 07) 
Pale pink standards. Rich pink falls. 
Tangerine beards.  $12.00

IMBROGLIO (keppel 08) 
Heavily ruffled, fat rosy violet with 
reddish orange beards. $11.00

IT’S ALL RIGHT (Lauer 08) 
Yellow blushed violet standards. 
Hazelnut falls. $10.00

LADy OF THE NIGHT (Black 
08) Dark purple standards. Vel-
vety black purple falls. Fantastic 
proportion and show stalks. Plenty 
of stalks and increase. $11.00

LOST IN SPACE (Aitken 05) 
Orchid standards. Pink falls with 
pink horns. $5.00

MAGIC qUEST (Tasco 07) 
Dusky yellow with fall centers 
sanded & dotted brown. $8.00

MEERkAT MANOR (kasper-
ek 08) Light old rose standards. 
Mid red-purple falls streaked 
white. Orange beards. $11.00

NICHE (Ghio 07) White with 
wide dark blue blended fall bands 
and red beards. $9.00

ORANGE RUSH (Craig 07) 
Petite mid orange. $12.00

SNAzzy (keppel 07) Dark 
violet. Blackish velvet fall sheen.
Gold-orange beards. $9.00

SPRINT (Aitken 08) Light blue 
standards. White falls. Coral red 
beards. $11.00

THUNDERy (Blyth 07) F   
Heavily ruffled and flared, reddish 
brown with lilac blaze below burnt 
orange beards. Intriguing metallic 
finish. Big flowers.  $22.00

MINIaTUre TaLL 
Bearded

Smaller flowers on thin, grace-
ful stems 16” to 27½”. Nor-
mally blooms late IB through 
TB season. Terrific for gardens 
that have no room for giant 
TBs. Very nice for arrange-
ments.

AGLOW AGAIN (Fisher 04) 
R  Shell pink blending to peach. 
Reliable rebloom. $6.00

AH yES (Fisher 02) Lavender 
standards & rims on dark purple 
falls. Orange beards. $5.00

ANNA’S ANGEL (Rumbaugh 
07) Petite white. $6.00

BIT OF ROyALTy (S.Markham 
08) White standards and rim on 
purple falls. Very showy. $10.00

CHEERFUL DOLL (L.Miller 05) 
Deep orchid. Orchid-pink styles. 
Tangerine beards. $7.00

CORAL CAPER (Aitken 07) R
Bright salmon pink self.  $7.00
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CALLIGRAPHER (M.Smith 
07) Wine standards and darker 
plicata band on cream falls. Or-
ange beards. $8.00

CAPTURED (Craig 08) Mid 
apricot with violet fall flash below 
dark reddish beards. $11.00

CASHMERE ROSE (Black 07) 
Rosy mauve washed standards and 
wide, darker plic bands on peach 
falls. Orange beards. $8.00

CAT IN THE HAT (Black 09) 
Raspberry rose and white plicata. 
Super show branching & buds. Vig-
orous growth. Fertile  $12.00

CAyENNE (M.Smith 06) Dark 
red black bitone. $6.00

CREATIVE ACCENT (Black 
09) Smoky orchid standards. Rose 
magenta fancy plic falls with apri-
cot hafts. $12.00

DARk FORCES (Tasco 07) 
Dark red black bitone. $8.00

PEEBEE AND JAy (Schmie-
der 06) Copper-bronze standards. 
Shocking grape falls. Fabulous 
color! UNIqUE! A MUST! $6.00

PURPLE STUDy (S.Markham 
07) Dark purple bitone. $8.00

RAyOS ADENTRO (Morgan 
07) Purple black, falls veined 
white overall. Yellow beards. Ex-
ceptionally nice. $8.00

RAzzLEBERRy DRESSING 
(S.Markham 05) Cream with falls 
veined raspberry.  Rampant growth 
provides instant clumps. $5.00

RED TROOPER (Fisher 07) 
Smooth deep garnet with yellow 
beards. $8.00

RED VISION (Fisher 05) Mid 
garnet. Yellow beards. $6.00

REDROCk PRINCESS (Witt 
06) Cinnamon standards. Garnet 
falls boldly striped white. Orange 
beards. Very showy clumps. Superb 
stalks. OUTSTANDING! $7.00

SAILOR’S DREAM (Fisher 
04) Clear mid violet-blue. Yellow 
beards. Super clumps. $5.00

SARI’S DANCE (G.Spoon 08) 
Yellow gold standards and band 
on mid lavender falls. $11.00

SAy RED (Craig 08) Buff gar-
net. Yellow beards. $11.00

SPELL (Craig 06) Bright white.
Greenish texture veins. $8.00

STITCHED IN BLUE (Fisher 
06) Dainty white with blue-laven-
der plic dotting. Pretty. $6.00

STyLISH LASS (Fisher 08) Tan 
standards and rim on lavender 
falls. Orange beards. $11.00

SUN SPIRIT (Craig 07) Rich or-
ange with orange beards. Good 
color and nice proportion. $8.00

SURVIVOR (L.Miller 07) Cara-
mel standards. Violet purple falls 
with gold orange beards. $8.00

TIC TAC TOE (T.Johnson 10) 
See Introductions. $25.00

TSETSE TETRA (kasperek 08) 
Violet white standards. Mid violet 
falls with darker spot. $11.00

INTerMedIaTe 
Bearded

Generally blooms between 
end of Standard Dwarf & be-
ginning of Tall Bearded sea-
son on stalks 16” to 27½” tall. 
EXTREMELY vigorous border 
plants.

ACTION ADVENTURE (Black 
06) Caramel standards. Chestnut 
falls with yellow plic spot and rim. 
Amply ruffled. Very showy in the 
garden. $6.00

ALBERTA CLIPPER (Black 07) 
Classy, icy blue-white flowers car-
ried on show stalks. Great parent. 
Fertile both ways. $8.00

ALLITERATION (Black 06) 
Bright yellow. BIG vivid orange 
beards. Fertile. $6.00

ARCTIC WIND (Black 06) 
Lovely snow white with muted tan-
gerine beards. Fertile. Fantastic 
show stalks. $6.00

BLUE SPLASH (Black 09) 
White with blue beards. 12.00

BONkERS (keppel 06) Mauve 
standards. Dark wine falls. Deep 
gold beards. $6.00

BORDELLO qUEEN (Black 
06) Lilac to buff standards. Mauve 
wine falls. Pretty color.  $6.00
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FORGED IN FIRE (Black 07) 
Beetroot standards. Velvety wine-
red falls. Orange beards. Clean 
colors. Strong growth. $10.00

FRISky FROLIC (Black 08) 
Mid peach pink with falls sanded 
overall red purple. Bright orange 
red beards.  Great color impact in 
a clump. $10.00

GOOD TO GO (Black 07) 
Light to mid orchid bitone with gilt 
tan margins. Many branches and 
buds. Very fertile. Interesting pli-
cata heritage. $10.00

HERE WE GO (Black 10) See 
Introductions. $22.50

INTOXICATING (Black 09) 
Cream ground with dark rose 
magenta plicata bands. Orange 
beards. Superb show stalks! Fertile 
both ways.  $10.00

IRISH DARLING (Blyth 06) F  
Smoky rose with big, showy bur-
gundy rose fall spot. $6.00

LIMONADA (keppel 07) Bright 
lemon glaciata. $6.00

LOVE THE LOOk (L.Blyth 06) 
F  Apricot coral with large lilac 
veined spot. Red beards. $6.00

MAN’S BEST FRIEND (Black 
08) Slate violet standards & rim 
on mid brown falls. Spectacular 
clumps. Well branched show stalks. 
A must have.  $15.00

NICkEL (Black 06) Butter stan-
dards with wide violet plic bands. 
White falls with narrow blue-grape 
plic bands. Well branched show 
stalks. UNIQUE!! $9.00

PARTING GLANCES (Black 
09) Old gold standards infused 
rose. Lilac to wine plicata washed 
falls. Colorful clumps. $12.00

PEPPERED LEOPARD (kas-
perek 08) Apricot streaked 
red-purple. $10.00

PERSNICkITy (keppel 09) Tan 
apricot with hafts peppered raisin. 
Orange beards. Nicely branched 
stalks.  $12.00

PETITE CHARM (Black 09) 
Pastel violet standards and plica-
ta band on white falls. Nice stalks. 
Fertile both ways. $12.00

PRESTO CHANGE-O (Black 
09) White with dark violet blue 
plicata standards and fall hafts. 
Very showy. Prolific bloom. $12.00

PRUNELLE (Cayeux 07) F  
Plum red with white plicata spray 
around bronze beards. $8.00

PURE HEART (T.Johnson 06) 
White glaciata with yellowish tints. 
Soft tangerine beards. $7.00

REVVED UP ROSE (Black 10) 
See Introductions. $22.50

RIMAROUND (Aitken 07) 
White with dark violet blue plicata 
bands. Round and pretty. $8.00

ROSy ROMANCE (Black 07) 
Perfectly formed. Mauve-rose 
standards and wide plic bands on 
butter ground. Pretty. $8.00

SOFT WORD (keppel 08) Light 
lemon & peach glaciata. $10.00

SOLAR GAIN (keppel 09) 
Blazingly bright, dark gold gla-
ciata. $12.00

SPARkLING (Tasco 07) Red-
violet with white luminata patch 
around tangerine beards. $7.00

SPICED PEACHES (Black 04) 
Peach-pink standards. Buff-pink 
falls sanded mid grape. Very 
pretty and very popular. $5.00

SPOOky (keppel 08) Wine on 
apricot luminata. Reddish orange 
beards. $10.00

DATE WITH DESTINy (Black 
09) SPECIES - X   Mid blue stan-
dards and margin on red violet 
falls. Barely taller than an SDB at 
18” (46 cm). Well branched stalks 
have 3 branches and 7-11 buds. 
Foliage stays short beneath the 
flowers. Derived from very diverse 
background of SDB, IB, tet MTB and 
TBs. Nice plicata heritage too. It is 
fully fertile both ways.  $22.00

DAzzLING (Black 08) White 
standards and band on purple 
blue falls. White darts surround 
orange beards. Nicely branched. 
Fabulous color. $10.00

DRAGONMASTER (M.Smith 
04) Red-black with contrasting red 
beards. $5.00

EXTREME ORANGE (Aitken 
04) Bright orange with deeper or-
ange beards. $5.00

FANCIFUL WHIMSEy (Black 
‘10) See Introductions. $22.50

FIRE IN THE Sky (Black 06) 
Mid violet-blue. Fiery orange 
beards. Strong growth. Very popu-
lar with garden visitors. $6.00
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STAR IN THE NIGHT (Black 
09) Stunning black bitone with 
blue white beards. Healthy clumps 
filled with stalks. $12.00

SWEET POTATO PIE (Black 
06) Creamy peach standards. 
Buff-peach falls. Vivid dark or-
ange beards. Fertile. $6.00

THREATENING (Black 09) 
Slate blue with dark indigo blue  
beards. Plenty of stalks. $12.00

TWILIGHT DELIGHT (Black 
08) Blue lavender standards & rim 
on rosy lilac falls. Clumps filled with 
well-branched stalks.  $10.00

STaNdard 
dWarF Bearded
Early blooming clumps with 
flower stalks 8” to 16” tall. 
Extremely vigorous. Fantastic 
edger for front of the border.

ABSOLUTE JOy (Aitken 06) 
Bright pink with big fuchsia fall 
spot. Coral beards. $5.00

ALAMO JOE (Black 07) Mauve 
standards and bands on brick red 
falls. White beards.  $6.00

AMOROUS DUET (Black 09) 
Soft pink with cocoa pink spots and 
light lavender beards. $10.00

ASSORTED FLAVORS 
(T.Johnson 10) See Intros. $18.00

AyUH (Hazleton 04) Mid gold 
with widely spaced neat brown 
veins over falls. Cute. $6.00

BAD INTENTIONS (Black 09) 
Red black bitone, velvety falls and 
dark purple beards. $10.00

BAMBOOzLE (Black 07) Pink 
with falls plic marked vivid lilac. 
Fabulous color! Cute. $6.00

BANDED TIGER (Schmieder 
06) Light yellow with plum brown 
plic marks. Unique! Robust. $5.00

BEATNIk (Black 10) See Intro-
ductions. $18.00

BIG BLUE EyES (Black 06) 
White standards and precise 
bands on violet-blue falls.  $6.00

BIT OF GUILT (Black 09) Pal-
est pink and grape plicata. Falls 
edged with gilt gold. Tangerine 
red beards. $10.00

BLUEBEARD’S GHOST (Black 
06) Pristine, ruffled white with 
dark blue beards. Wonderful! AIS 
Walther Cup winner 2008. $6.00

BOMBAy SAPPHIRE (Black 
07) Pale sky blue with turquoise 
spots on falls. Nice advancement 
in color and form. LOVELY! $8.00

BOURGEOIS (Black 03) Intense 
claret-purple. Small plum fall spot. 
Super vigorous! $5.00

BOW TIE (Black 10) See Intro-
ductions. $18.00

BRIGHT (Black 06) Golden 
apricot standards, hafts & bands 
around red-brown fall spots. Red 
beards. Great color. $7.00

CANADIAN kISSES (Black 
06) Snow white with clear blue 
plicata bands & styles. Makes one 
of the prettiest clumps. $6.00

CAT’S EyE (Black 02) Mauve 
rose with BIG, vibrant red fall 
spots. TOTALLY UNIQUE! $5.00

CELEBRATE (Black 07) Silvery 
orchid bitone with sharp red-grape 
plic bands. Picture doesn’t do it jus-
tice. NICE! $7.00

CHUBBy CHEEkS (Black 85) 
Round & ruffled violet plic on white 
ground. Legendary parent still 
being used after 25 years. $4.00

Star in 
the Night

Circ us 
Clown
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CIRCUS CLOWN (Black 05) 
Mid slate-violet with large grape 
fall spots. Orange beards. Good 
parent for green color. $5.00

CLASH (Black 03) Orange-
peach with mid red-purple 
splashes. Color breaker. $5.00

CLEVER (T.Johnson 07) Mid 
gold with slate violet washed plic 
bands through fall centers. Orange 
beards. Super parent. $7.00

COLOR BLIND (T.Johnson 
10) See Introductions. $18.00

CREATE (Black 10) See Intro-
ductions. $18.00

CUB CADET (T.Johnson 06) 
Claret with darker blue veins. 
White & orange beards. Very 
pretty round form. $5.00

DANCING BUNNIES (Black 
02) Yellow standards & bands on 
white falls. Light lavender beards.
Very pretty. $5.00

DELAyED DEVELOPMENT 
(Black 09) Late blooming rich 
gold bitone with deep gold beard. 
Good parent for breeding late 
blooming SDBs. $10.00

DEVIL BABy (keppel 05) 
Red-black bitone with dark brown  
purple beards.  $5.00

DEVIL’S NIGHT (keppel 08) 
Metallic dark red-black with 
pumpkin brown beards. $7.00

DEVOTED (Black 05) Mid vio-
let-blue standards & narrow band 
on wine-red falls. Showy white 
darts alongside white beards. 
Excellent parent for all types of 
unique fall spots. Fabulous! $5.00

DIME (Black 05) Greenish brass 
standards. Light slate violet falls. 
Bold dark blue beards!  $5.00

DONE ME WRONG (Bau-
munk 09) Vivid gold yellow with 
lighter fall center and bright or-
ange beards. $10.00 

EASy DOES IT (Aitken 07) 
White standards & edge on slate 
blue falls. Orange beards. $7.00

ELECTRIFyING (Black 09) Pur-
ple on white plicata with big neon 
orange beards. Extremely showy 
clumps. Stalks at upper height of 
SDB class  $10.00

EXPERIMENT (Black 05) Bur-
nished gold with fantastic dark 
blue beards. Great clumps. Excit-
ing parent. Popular. $5.00

E X T R A T E R R E S T R I A L 
(M.Smith 08) Peach standards. 
White falls lined and stitched slate 
purple. Orange beards. $8.00

EyE OF SAURON (Black 09) 
Steely violet blue with dark plum 
spots. Lovely round form. Uniquely 
wonderful. $10.00 

EyE OF THE TIGER. (Black 
08) Buff gold with large, glow-
ing garnet fall spots and orange 
beards. Makes very showy clumps! 
Fast and easy growth. $8.00

FIDGET (T.Johnson 09) Dark 
black cherry bitone. Interesting big 
violet and orange beards. Super 
substance. $10.00

FIDO (Black 10) See Introduc-
tions.  $18.00

FIRE CORAL (Aitken 07) Or-
ange with diffuse burgundy fall 
spot. Red beards. $7.00

FIRE EATER (M.Smith 05) Mid 
orange. Fat red beards. $5.00

FIRES OF FIJI (Black 03) 
Classy mid blue. Orange beards. 
Very popular.  $5.00

FRET (T.Johnson 08) Buff apri-
cot with darker fall spot. Orange 
to purple tipped beards. $8.00

GAL PAL (Black 06) White 
sanded lilac. Soft tangerine 
beards. Very pretty. $6.00

GHOST SHIP (Black 06) Pale 
lemon washed & lined ghostly slate 
mauve. Variable color depending 
on weather. Fun parent. $6.00

GIGGLEFIT (Blyth 07) F  Salm-
on with interesting ½ orange & ½ 
violet beards. $11.00

GINGERBREAD TRIM (Black 
06) Dark gingerbread with big 
mahogany fall spots. Bright yellow-
orange beards. $6.00
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GOLD DIGGER (T.Johnson 
09) Bright yellow with rusty chest-
nut spot. Showy clumps. $10.00

GRAPH (Black 10) See intro-
ductions. $18.00

HUGS (Black 06) White with 
dark purple plicata bands. BRIGHT 
orange beards. WOW! $6.00

IGNITE (Black 09) Peach apri-
cot with cinnamon plic marked haft. 
Big vivid orange beards. Spectacu-
larly showy clumps. $10.00

INTERGALACTIC (Black 08) 
Canary yellow with light brown 
plicata markings. Makes a very 
bright and cheery clump. $8.00

IRREPRESSIBLE (Black 06) 
Rose-brown standards. Dark ox-
blood falls narrowly banded red. 
Bright yellow beards.  $6.00

ISLAND (Black 06) Slate violet-
blue standards & wide band on 
brown falls. Super parent. $6.00

ISLAND SUN (Black 03) Lime 
yellow standards & rim on white 
falls. Lavender beards. $5.00

JARGON (keppel 09) Bright 
yellow with wide tan brown plicata 
bands. Yellow beards. $10.00

JELLICLE CAT (Black 09) Very 
pretty purple on white plicata with 
slate blue beards. $10.00

JEWELER’S ART (Lankow 93) 
Amethyst standards. Near red falls. 
Great color! Popular. $5.00

JITTERS (T. Johnson 10) See 
Introductions. $18.00

JUICy TIDBIT (Black 08) Mid 
apricot standards. Paler falls with 
apricot plic marks. Bright orange 
beards. Superb parent. $8.00

JUNE BUG (D.Spoon 06) Soft 
pink and rose plicata. $6.00

kACHING (Black 09) Light yel-
low with burgundy plicata marking 
& style arms. Unique! $10.00

kAREN JONES (D.Spoon 08) 
White with pretty, clear turquoise 
fall spot. $8.00

LAVENDER LyNX (Black 08) 
Mid lavender with big orchid fall 
spots. Lovely. $8.00

LEMON FREEzE (keppel 08) 
Bright lemon glaciata with white 
fall spot. White beards. $8.00

LEMON TWIST (Black 09) 
Lemon with white bands and lav-
ender blue beards. Clean. $10.00

LEOPARD PRINT (T.Johnson 
06) Lime-olive standards & margins 
on violet falls. All splashed purple. 
Markings variable depending on 
weather Unique! $6.00

LIFE (Black 08) Rosy mauve stan-
dards. Velvety mid wine red falls. 
Wide and ruffled. $8.00

LINGO (keppel 09) Butter 
yellow with tan to brown plicata 
bands. White beards. $10.00

LITTLE SWEDEN (T.Johnson 
07) Light blue bitone veined deep-
er. White beards. $7.00

LOONEy (T.Johnson 07) 
Brassy gold marked and washed 
dark wine-rose overall. Gold hafts, 
beards and style arms. Excellent 
parent. $7.00

LOVE SPELL (Black 10) See 
introductions. $18.00

LOVESICk BLUES (Lauer 07) 
White & violet plicata. Falls are 
lined violet. $7.00

LUCy’S CHOICE (Schmieder 
07) White with wire rim of purple 
plic dots. Violet styles. $7.00

MAGNETIC STORM (Wood 
06) Violet to olive standards. Old 
gold falls blend to violet.  $6.00

MAUI SUNRISE (Aitken 08) 
Yellow standards & edge on or-
ange falls. Orange beard. $8.00
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MEOW (Black 08) Mid lavender 
blue with darker red violet spot. 
Good parent for greens. $8.00

MICROWAVE (M.Smith 07) 
Pretty petite clear mid blue with 
cream-white beards. $7.00

MOSAIC (M.Smith 06) Rust 
peach standards. Peach falls heav-
ily sanded wine.  $5.00

MOSTLy SUNNy (Black 09) 
Pastel yellow glaciata. $10.00

My DEARIE (Craig 08) Bright 
yellow with gold spot. $8.00

NINE LIVES (Black 07) White 
standards & band on red-black 
falls. White beards. Fantastic con-
trast. Showy clumps. $7.00

NINJA TURTLES (Aitken 08) 
Cream with olive plicata. $7.00

NOSFERATU (Black 10) See 
Introductions. $18.00

OCEAN PEARL (Black 08) 
Light pearl blue. Vigorous! Clumps 
filled with stalks. $8.00

OPEN yOUR EyES (Black 10) 
See Introductions. $18.00

ORANGE SMASH (T. John-
son 10) See Introductions. $18.00

OUR GANG (Black 09) Green-
ish cream with charcoal purple 
plicata bands. $10.00

OVERCAST (keppel 06) Tan 
standards & bands on lavender 
falls. White lumi-plic patch. $6.00

PANTHER (M.Smith 04) Vel-
vety purple & black bitone. $5.00

PAWN (Black 10) See Introduc-
tions. $18.00

PEANUT BUTTER SWIRL 
(Black 08) Old gold with rouged 
red brown spot. $8.00

PHILIP MARLOWE (Baumunk 
09) White with deep blue lines 
and stitching. Cute. $10.00

PHOTON (M.Smith 05) Bright 
yellow standards & darker falls. 
Vivid red-orange beards. $5.00

PIGS IN SPACE (Black 08) 
Lilac pink with cocoa pink fall spot. 
Coral beards. $8.00

PINk POTION (Black 08) Mid 
pink with plum plic hafts. $8.00

PINk STyLE (Black 09) Light 
violet with blue beards and pink 
style arms.  $10.00

PINky RING (Black 09) Light 
rose standards. Wide rose pli-
cata band on white falls. Orange 
beards. Neat. $10.00

PLAINSONG (M.Smith 07) 
Cantaloupe with darker fall spot. 
Violet to apricot beards. $7.00

PLUM TWIST (T.Johnson 04) 
Orchid standards. Claret falls 
bluer around violet beards. Sibe-
rian iris type color. $5.00

POPSICLE (T.Johnson 05) Blue 
blended fall spots on claret. Purple 
beards. Siberian iris color. $5.00

PROWLER (Black 08) Iridescent 
claret purple with dark plum fall 
spot. Tangerine beards. $7.00

PUDDy TAT (Black 02) Blue 
white standards & precise bands 
on blue-black falls. Striking con-
trast. Winner of Cook-Douglas 
Medal 2009. $5.00

PUGzILLA (kasperek 08) Or-
ange yellow bitone. $7.00

PUSSyCAT PINk (Black 06) 
HOT pink self. One of the clearest 
intense pinks. Fabulous parent for 
pink plicatas. COLOR! $6.00

RASPBERRy TIGER (Black 
09) Dark raspberry bitone, falls 
veined black. Orange over white 
beards. Superb parent giving a 
wide assortment of colors. $10.00

REPLICATOR (Tasco 06) R  
Red-violet, purple-black fall spots. 
Wine beards. Reblooms. $6.00

RIVETING (Black 09) White 
with dark, inky blue purple fall 
spots. A big showoff! $10.00

SAPPHIRE ON VELVET 
(Baumunk 08) Dark purple with 
lavender beards. $8.00

SCOUNDREL (T.Johnson 10) 
See introductions. $18.00
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SCREAM (T.Johnson 06) 
Screaming canary yellow includ-
ing beards. Nothing much brighter. 
Beautiful ruffled form. $6.00

SEDONA DAyBREAk 
(B.Jones 08) Coral pink stan-
dards & rim on red brown falls. 
Orange red beards. $8.00

SHE BOP (T.Johnson 10) See 
Introductions. $18.00

SHINING THROUGH (T. 
Johnson 06) Yellow standards & 
very wide plic bands & veins on 
white falls.  $6.00

SHORT VERSE (Black 07) 
Warm salmon. Hafts speckled cin-
namon. Orange beards.  $7.00

SkIMBLESHANkS (Black 09) 
Beetroot standards and wide pli-
cata band on cream falls. Muted 
tangerine beards. $10.00

SLOW BURN (M.Smith 09) 
Dark wine standards, veins and 
wash on white falls. $10.00 

SMALL MARGIN (keppel 09) 
Apricot standards and margin on 
rosy maroon falls. $10.00

SNITCH (T.Johnson 09) Mid 
blue lavender bitone with blue 
flash around blue beards. $10.00

SOME SUNNy DAy (Bau-
munk 09) Bright & clear canary 
yellow. White beards. $10.00

SPIDERBABy (D.Spoon 06) 
Light rose pink with falls webbed 
and dotted darker rose. $6.00

SqUEAL (T.Johnson 09) Beet-
root standard. Velvety black cherry 
fall. Orange beard. $10.00

STROkE OF BRILLIANCE 
(Black 07) Orange juice standards. 
Tan falls with wide amber-gold plic 
bands & hafts. Bright red orange 
beards. Super parent. $7.00

STUNT DOUBLE (T.Johnson 
09) Beetroot standards and band 
on red black falls. $10.00

SWEET AND INNOCENT 
(T.Johnson 10) See Intros. $18.00

TANzANITE (M.Smith 09) 
Dark violet blue. Pale blue area 
around white beards. $10.00

TASMAN SEA (T.Johnson 10) 
See Introductions. $18.00

TREMORS (T.Johnson 06) R  
Bright yellow and brown plicata. 
Reblooms. $6.00

TROUBLEMAkER (Baumunk 
09) Apricot standards and band 
on dark red brown falls. Bright or-
ange beards. $10.00

TRUE (T.Johnson 06) Mid peach 
standards & paler falls. Light or-
ange beards. Two well spaced 
branches & 6 buds. $6.00

TRUST IN DREAMS (Black 
06) Yellow standards & wide 
plic bands on white falls. Orange 
beards. Superb! $6.00

TU TU TURqUOISE (Black 
89) R  Pale turquoise with dark 
turquoise spots. UNIqUE! $6.00

TWIRL (T.Johnson 10) See In-
troductions. $18.00

TWITTER (T.Johnson 09) Bright 
yellow and white glaciata. $10.00

ULTIMATE (T.Johnson 03) Yel-
low standards & precise bands on 
mahogany falls. COLOR! $5.00

VIVALDI (Baumunk 07) El-
egant white with clear mid blue 
plicata marks. Very fine. 7.00

WARM AND FUzzy (T.John-
son 10) See Intros. $18.00

WISH UPON A STAR (Black 
06) Purple black with startling 
white beards. Stalks evenly dis-
tributed throughout clumps. $6.00

WIT (T.Johnson 10) See Intro-
ductions. $18.00

yAHTzEE (T.Johnson 07) 
Bright yellow with HUGE totally 
orange beards. WOW! $7.00
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zAFTIG (Black 10) See intro-
ductions. $18.00

zAP (Black 04) Dark claret & 
black-cherry bitone.  $5.00

zOOBOOMAFOO (Black 07) 
Bright yellow standards & band on 
falls veined & washed burgundy. 
Orange beards. Color!! Top SDB 
HM 2009. $7.00

MINIaTUre 
dWarF Bearded
Very Small plants & flowers no 
taller than 8”. Great for rock 
gardens.

AqUADOODLE (Aitken 08) 
White, dark blue fall spot. $8.00

BADGE (Black 07) Tiny white 
with powder blue beards. Very 
cute. $7.00

BE BRIEF (Black 08) Butter yel-
low with charcoal purple plicata 
marks. Brown beards. Round and 
ruffled. $8.00

CHEMISTRy (Black 03) Purple 
standards. Velvety dark wine falls. 
BIG burnt orange beards. Very 
showy. Great clumps. Super par-
ent for big orange beards. $4.00

CUTE AS A BUTTON (Black 
10) See Introductions. $18.00

DEX (Aitken 08) Bright yellow 
with orange beards. $8.00

DOLLOP OF CREAM (Black 
06) Warm white glaciata. Lemon 
hafts & beards. Nice form. $6.00

DROPLET (T.Johnson 06) Icy 
greenish white. White & tangerine 
beards. Round form. $6.00

FIB (T.Johnson 05) Cute silvery 
blue with white beards. $5.00

FISSION CHIPS (keppel 04) 
Bright orange standards & darker 
falls. Red beards. Color! $5.00

GOBO (J.J. Taylor 07) Mid pur-
ple standards and narrow band on 
black purple falls. Cute. $6.00

HAT’S OFF (Black 05) White 
standards. Mid chartreuse falls. 
White beards. Nice. $5.00

HOBBIT (L.Miller 04) Clear mid 
blue with deeper shading around 
pale blue beards. Charming and 
perfectly in class. $5.00

ICON (keppel 08) Orange 
standards and rim on wine falls. 
Orange beards. $8.00

kEENO (T.Johnson 09) 
Amazing color! Mid red purple 
standards. Black falls with fiery 
orange beards. $10.00

STRIPE THREE (Black 07) Dark 
wine plic marked standards. Mid 
yellow falls with wide wine-purple 
lined & dotted plic bands. $7.00

TINGLE (Black 00) Cream with 
large glowing yellow spots. Gold 
orange beards. Lovely. $4.00

WEE HARRy (Schmieder 08) 
Brass tan blend standards. Shaded 
brown to tan falls with violet flash 
below white beards. $8.00

yOUNGLING (M.Smith 05) R
Cream-white with dark violet plic 
edges & styles. Reblooms. $5.00

arILBred
Exotic hybrids of the rather fin-
icky oncocyclus & regelia spe-
cies crossed with other bearded 
irises for easier growth & bet-
ter plant traits. Give them ex-
cellent drainage.

ANACRUSIS (Mathes 92) F  
Satiny oxblood red with red-black 
signals and beards. Very oncocy-
clus species looking. Short. $6.00

BAByLON PRINCE (Baumunk 
09) Lilac with small grape signal. 
Smaller flowers created by use of 
tetraploid MTB.  $15.00

BAGDAD’S FOLLy (Rich 92) 
Cream standards infused yellow. 
Straw falls veined brown. Big 
brown signals. Easy to grow. $6.00

JOIN
American Iris 

Society
• Color Bulletins - 4 each year

www.irises.org

% Tom Gormley
P O Box 177
DeLeon Springs  FL  32130
Single Annual $25.00
Single Triennial $60.00  
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BRASH AND BOLD (Black 
09) Arilmedian. Slate orchid 
standards. Rust over bronze falls. 
Exciting gold styles above rust gold 
beards. Easy to grow. $12.00

BURRA SAHIB (Hager 90) Pal-
est yellow standards. Yellow falls 
with huge brown signal. $6.00

DESERT DIAMOND (Hager 
88) Slate blue white with falls 
veined deeper. Dark purple black 
signal.  $6.00

DESERT PLUM (Hager 92) 
Mauve purple. Red black signal. 
Bronze black beards. $6.00

DOMINGO (Wilson 97) F  
White standards flushed yellow. 
Yellow falls. Brown signal.  $6.00

EGyPTIAN qUEEN (T. John-
son 07) Arilmedian. Mid lilac 
standards. Rose-copper falls. Wine 
signals. Easy to grow. $9.00

ENERGIzER (Shockey 96) Mid 
violet standards. Buff falls overlaid 
violet. HUGE dramatic black-brown 
signals. Wonderful! $8.00

EyE TO EyE (keppel 09) Aril-
median. Violet blue standards. Tan 
to rose blend falls. Dark wine sig-
nal. Excellent. $10.00 

FIESTA SkIRT (Shockey 04) 
Light amethyst standard. Khaki fall. 
Big dark purple signal. $6.00

LANCER (Shockey 95) Mid 
orchid. Large near black pointed 
signal. VERY NICE! $8.00

LOUD MOUTH (Rich 70) Dark 
slate mauve with darker veins & 
near black signals. 12” tall. $5.00

NOBLE WARRIOR (Tasco 06) 
Ivory standards. Gold yellow falls 
veined burgundy. $6.00

OCTAVE (T.Johnson 08) 
Arilmedian 15” tall. Blue violet 
standards. Rosy lilac falls. wine 
black signals. Easy grower. $9.00

ONLOOkER (Hager 85) Light 
lilac standards. Cream falls washed 
rusty tan. Big black signals. Strik-
ing! Has been used to hybridize 
quality arilbreds.  $6.00

OyEz (White 38) Classic. Totally 
unique! White with dazzling over-
all burgundy veining. Easy to grow 
but makes smaller plants. Produc-
es several stalks from each plant, 
usually with no branching and two 
buds. $6.00

PRINCE OF EGyPT (P.Dyer 
07) Lilac standards flushed rust 
red. Buff tan fall blended to russet 
red. Orchid to russet beard. $8.00

RIVERS OF BAByLON (Bau-
munk 04) Lavender standards 
and margin on peach tan falls. Big 
red brown signal. Nice. $6.00

SHEBA’S JEWEL (Shockey 
94) White with shocking large 
rose-maroon signal. Very popular 
and relatively easy to grow. AWE-
SOME! $7.00

SILENT SENTRy (Tasco 08) 
Light violet standards. Old gold 
falls. Big wine black signal. Very 
nice. $9.00

SOLAR WIND (Wilson 95) F  
Pale lilac standards. Amber blend 
falls. Big black signals. $6.00

SRI LANkA (T.Johnson 10) 
See Introductions. $25.00

SUSPECT (T.Johnson 06) 
Arilmedian. Mid blue-violet stan-
dards. Mauve-rose falls. Big black 
signals. Easy growth produces 
colorful clumps filled with flowers.
 $7.00

SyRIAN PRINCESS (Shockey 
88) White standards. Beige fall 
with big black signal. $6.00

TURkISH TANGENT (Hager 
84) Amethyst standards. Deep 
plsuh red falls. Dark red black 
signal and beard. $6.00

JOIN
Aril Society International

www.arilsociety.org

Aril Society International
% Reita Jordan
3500 Avenida Charada N W
Albuquerque NM 87107

Single Annual $17.50
Single Triennial $50.50

JOIN
Median Iris Society
• Color Bulletins - 2 each year
• New & innovative creations  
 by leading hybridizers
• Make new friends through   
 conventions, robins, local   
 meetings and internet

www.medianiris.com

Median Iris Society
%Rita Gormley
P O Box 711
DeLeon Springs  FL  32130

Single Annual $8.00
Single Triennial $20.00  
youth Annual $4.00
youth Triennial  $10.00



GARDEN CHIT CHAT
and other fun things

 For each of the past twenty nine years, we have been privileged to 
say “Thank You” to our customers past and present and most especially 
those who have stayed with us through thick and thin. Our long-time 
customers know how thin it was at times. With great excitement and en-
thusiasm, we anticipate new customers and potential friends. We wish to 
share with everyone the good fortune and business success we’ve had 
since moving to Oregon.
 When we told you about losing Fancy last year, we had some fear 
that Nickel might not be with us much longer either. On September 17 
she was in such obvious pain, with no hope of recovery, that we had her 
put to sleep. As many of you know from experience it isn’t an easy deci-
sion but in the end it is the most humane. We miss her and Fancy both. 
In last year’s catalog you saw a picture of one new husky, Kita. Not long 
after, her playmate Sitka arrived to make sure that Kita wasn’t bored. 
They’re definitely not bored. They never walk anywhere; they run, roll 
and tumble wherever they go. They are a couple clowns. Cher and Diva 
have turned out not to be near as rough on the irises as the new husky 
duo. Some irises have been replanted more than once. Oh, the exuber-
ance of youth.
 Bloom season was exceptionally nice. Thomas and I were both re-
warded with new and wonderful seedlings from which to try to pick new 
introductions that will delight you as well us. For Paul, the faster than 
anticipated progression of the small flowered TBs and ruffled tetraploid 
MTBs was most gratifying. Standard Dwarf seedlings are consistently a 
delight, with weather almost always pleasant to be able to enjoy them to 
the fullest. Thomas bloomed TBs with wonderful new patterns and colors 
as well as knockout arilbred seedlings and medians. We both have a 
large crop of new seedlings to bloom this spring. As always, you’re wel-
come to drop by and have a look to see what pleases your eyes.
 We’re often asked why we select a particular variety to introduce as 
a ‘Bonus Plant’. Some people associate bonuses with being inferior just 
because they don’t have to pay for them. On the contrary, our bonus 
plants are ones that have been selected for introduction because of their 
superior performance. The biggest reason they are selected as bonuses 
is they grow and increase more robustly than others. The bonus plants 
end up being the very best performers in the garden plus having flowers 
that anyone will be happy with.
 We have no way to express the excitement and disbelief for the 
awards received this past year. Mid-America introductions received six 
major AIS medals and also a number of Award of Merits and Honorable 
Mentions. It is immensely gratifying to receive such recognition, consider-
ing that in Oklahoma the best award / reward was keeping something 
alive long enough to use it in hybridizing. We appreciate all the judges 
who took their time and energy to grow and evaluate some of our cre-
ations. We hope that they continue to please not only AIS judges but 
also the gardening public. We work toward creating hybrids that can 
withstand the rigors of the everyday garden. Here is a look at those 
awards.
 For Paul - Sass Medal for IB, Devil May Care. Cook Douglas Med-
al for SDB, Puddy Tat. Randolph Perry Medal for Species-X, Dolce. 
Walther Cup for BB, Bundle of Love. Award of Merit for TB, In Living 
Color. Also for BB, Fleece as White; and SDBs Devoted, Dime and zap. 
Honorable Mentions received were TBs, Oklahoma Centennial, Money 
in your Pocket, Out of the Dark, Some Like it Hot, Face of an Angel, 
Wonders Never Cease, Berry Scary, Dramatic Style, Bushwhacked, and 
Just kiss Me. HMs were also awarded to BB, Bundle of Love (top BB, 
HM); IBs Cashmere Rose and Abbey; and SDBs, zooboomafoo (top 
SDB, HM), Celebrate, Nine Lives, Bamboozle, Bright, Island, Alamo 
Joe, Stroke of Brilliance and Trust in Dreams.
 For Thomas - Wister Medal for TB, ‘Paul Black’. Knowlton Medal 
for BB, Border Control. Award of Merit for TBs, Prague, Belgian Prin-
cess, and Power Point. Honorable Mention for TBs Ink Patterns (top TB 
HM), Pursuit of Happiness, Milan, I’m Back, Chinook Arch, Pacific Fire, 
Gallery, Imagery, Laced Credentials, Socialist, Bridal Party, Foreigner, 
Ballet Performance, Dream Team, Disguise, Super Model, Astrology, 
Barbara May and I Feel Lucky; SDB yahtzee. Egyptian queen was top 
AB, HM. Thomas also won the Franklin-Cook Cup with Pursuit of Happi-
ness, the Lankow Medal with Ultimate and Best Plicata and Best Out of 
Region Variety with Ink Patterns at the AIS Region 14 spring meeting. 
‘Paul Black’ moved to thirteenth place on the AIS top 100 TB Symposium.
 As always, may your gardening bring happy days filled with loving 
friends & beautiful flowers.        Paul Black & Thomas Johnson

WHAT’S COOkIN’
 Here are some pictures of what was exciting for Thomas in his seed-
ling bed this spring. The diversity of new colors and patterns in these 
seedlings is truly amazing. We definitely haven’t done it all yet. There is 
still plenty of genetic material to be exploited. To see what made Paul 
happy, see page 38.

TC259ATA21A

TA67DTz191AA

TA18ETB21B

TA93ATz218BB

TB30ATB30B
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